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We are only effective when we have integrity - when our actions are in 
line with our values. In order to be proactive, our values must be clearly 
defined.    

Stephen Covey, The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People 
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Learning Competencies 
 
By the end of this module, you will be able to do the following. 
 

1. You will understand the difference between needs and wants and how the 
levels at which these are met influences social interactions. 

 
2. You will understand the traditional cultural perspectives of Inuit and how this 

impacted on their social organization. 
 

3. You will understand what elements might influence the process of ‘becoming’. 
Students will be able to identify the elements that most affect them 
personally at this point in their lives. 

 
4. You will be able to articulate the importance of relationship building in shaping 

value systems and developing attitudes. 
 

5. You will understand what values are and identify a set of personal values. 
 

6. You will understand that there are diverse values in our society. You will be 
able to articulate the process of cultural conflict and values clarification as 
outside influences impact on an individual or cultural group. 

 
7. You will understand that we make decisions based on our values. When values 

are in conflict, we many not make good decisions. You will demonstrate good 
decision-making based on values. 

 
8. You will understand the importance of wisdom as a personal goal. You will 

identify a set of personal goals that reflect your personal set of values. 
 

9. You will identify personal coping mechanisms that will help you meet 
challenges. 

 
10. You will identify concrete ways to model your values and demonstrate how to 

pass along values to others. 
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Unit 1: Needs, Wants and Ways of Becoming 
 

Needs and Wants 

Needs Wants 
High 
Basic 
Need 

Medium 
Basic 
Need 

Low 
Basic 
Need 
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Perspective Taking 

Student’s perspective: 
 

I need some sort of increase in my allowance. At 16 I only receive $10 a 
week which takes me nowhere. It is totally unreasonable and limits my 
access to recreation. I can never tag along places with my friends 
because I never have any cash. I hate them feeling like they have to buy 
me a pop whenever we go to the Snack to hang out. 
 
 
Sibling’s perspective 
 

That kid gets away with anything. I never have time to spend with my 
friends, let alone hang out at the Snack! I have all the chores to do plus 
I have a job. I never had any allowance at 16 so I’m grateful for 
whatever I get. That kid is too spoiled! 
 
 
Parent’s perspective 
 

I would like to give my kids more, but I can only give what I can afford 
to spare. I know how important it is for young people today to spend 
time with friends. I never let my older children do that because we 
always needed so much help. A big family is a lot of work. My older kids 
were burdened with so many responsibilities; I want the younger ones to 
have some fun. 
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Reflections 
 

Write a needs statement for each of the three people presented in the scenario and 
label the need being expressed with one of the category titles: physical need, safety 
need, social need, personal need. For example, if the need is for recognition, then 
that would be a social need. 
 

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________ 
 

Also, for each character, write a statement that tells others what his or her need is. 
For example, a sibling may say “I have experienced a much harder life than my 
younger siblings are experiencing. I need to be recognized for the way I have to 
contribute to the family while they are allowed to play.” 
 

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________ 
 

Last of all, identify a need that you have in your life now and develop a statement 
that would help you communicate that need to others. 
 

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________ 
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Responses to Our Scenarios 

1. What need is not being met for this person?  
_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

 
2. How does not having this need met, make them feel about their life? 
_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________ 

 
3. What do they struggle with because this need is not met? 
_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________ 

 
4. How is this shaping them as a person? 
_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________ 

 
5. How could others (identify which others) help meet this need for this person? 
_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________ 
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Isuma Inuit Studies Reader1 

Aqigiarjuk’s Story  
"I am called Orulo ("the difficult one"), but my name is really Aqigiarjuk ("the 

little ptarmigan"). I was born at the mouth of Admiralty Inlet. 'While I was still a 
little child carried on my mother's back, my parents left Baffin Land and settled at 
Iglulik. 

"The first thing I can remember is that my mother lived quite alone in a little 
snow hut. I could not understand why my father would live in another house, but then 
I was told that it was because my mother had just had a child and was therefore 
unclean and must not be near the animals killed for some time to come. But I was 
allowed to visit her when I liked; only I could never find the entrance to that hut. I 
was so little that I could not see over the block of snow the others stepped across 
as they went in, so I had to stand there calling out 'Mother, Mother, I want to come 
in!' until someone came and lifted me over into the passage. And then when I was 
inside, the snow bench where she sat looked so high, so high, I could not get up 
there myself but had to be lifted. I was no bigger than that when I first began to 
remember things. 

"The next thing I remember is from Piling, a big hunting ground in Baffin Land. I 
remember gnawing meat from the leg of a bird, a huge big thighbone, and I was told 
it was a goose. Up till then I knew nothing bigger than ptarmigan, and thought it 
must be a terribly big bird. 

"Then all my memories disappear, until one day as it were, I wake up again, and 
then we were living at a place called The Mountain. My father was ill, all the others 
in the place had gone off hunting inland, and I was left alone. Father had pains in his 
chest and lungs, and grew worse and worse. We were quite alone, my mother, my two 
little brothers and I, and mother was very unhappy. 

"One day I came running into the tent and called out: 'Here are white men 
coming!' I had seen what I thought must be white men; but when my father heard it, 
he gave a deep sigh, and said, 'Alas I thought I might yet live and breathe a little 
while; but now I know that I shall never go out hunting any more.' 

"The men I had seen were ijerqat or mountain spirits; no white men ever came to 
our country in those days, and my father took it as a warning that his death was 
near. 

                                         
1 Taken from Robinson (Ed), Isuma Inuit Studies Reader, pages 109-114 , an excerpt from an article 
by Knud Rasmussen. 
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"Quite without thinking, I made no secret of what I had seen. But my little 
brother Sequvsu kept it secret, and died of it shortly after. One must never keep 
the matter secret when one has seen spirits. 

"My father grew worse and worse, and when we realized that he had not long to 
live, we set off and carried him on a sledge to a neighbouring settlement, where 
there lived a man named Qupanuaq ("young snowbunting") with his wife Qiqertaunak 
("great island"). Father died there. I remember he was tied up in a skin and dragged 
away from the village, and left lying out in the open with his face turned towards the 
west. My mother told me that was because he was an old man; and such must always 
be set to face the quarter whence the dark of night comes; children to face the 
morning, and young people towards the spot where the sun is seen at noon. That was 
the first time I learned that people were afraid of the dead, and had special 
customs on that account. But I was not afraid of father, who had always been kind 
to me. And I thought it was hard that he should lie all uncovered out in the open like 
that; but mother explained that I must thenceforward never think of my father in 
the body; his soul was already in the land of the dead, and he would feel no more pain 
there. 

"After my father's death we went to live with an old man who took mother to be 
one of his wives. A little after that my brother Sequvsu fell ill; his liver swelled up 
and he died. I was told it was because he had seen ijerqat just before my father's 
death, the same ones I had seen. But he had kept the vision secret, and if you do 
that you die. 

"In the autumn, when the first snow had fallen, Qupanuaq decided to go up 
country with his wife Qiqertaunak and their son Torngraq ('the helping spirit"); my 
brother Qajakutjuk ("the little kayak") was to go with them. I remember my mother 
was very distressed about it, for she did not think the old man, armed as he was with 
only with bow and arrows, would ever get any game. But she was not able herself to 
keep us, and had to agree to my brother's going with them. 

"Then a little while after, a strange thing happened. Mother had cooked some ribs 
of walrus, and was sitting eating, when the bone she held suddenly began to make a 
noise. She was so frightened, she stopped eating at once, and threw down the bone. 
I remember her face went quite white; and she burst out: 'Something has happened 
to my son!' And so indeed it was; soon after, Qupanuaq returned late one night, and 
before entering the house, he went round outside to the window and called out 'Dear 
Little Thing. It is my fault that you no longer have a son.' 'Little Thing' was a pet 
name Qupanuaq used for mother. And then he came in and told us how it had come 
about. 'They had killed nothing, and had for several days been obliged to live on 
caribou dung; they were sadly worn out when at last they came to a place where he 
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had stored away the carcass of a caribou he had killed some time before; but now 
they could not find the cache. They divided into two parties, his wife going one way 
and Qupanuaq with the two boys another. They searched and searched all about, but 
could not find the spot. The first snow had fallen, it was autumn, with a cold wind 
and driving snow, and they were poorly clad; so they lay down behind a shelter of 
stones to rest; all were much exhausted. The day was short, and the night very long, 
and they had to wait for daylight before they could begin searching again. Meantime, 
Qiqertaunak had found the cache, but she did not know where to look for the rest 
of the party, and being anxious about them, she ate but little herself, and gave the 
child she was carrying a small piece of meat to suck. She had made a stone shelter 
like the others, and lay half dozing when suddenly she awoke, having dreamed of my 
brother. She dreamed that he stood there quite plainly before her, pale and 
shivering with cold, and spoke to her and said: 'You will never see me again. It is 
because the earth-lice are angry at our having eaten their sinews and their dung 
before a year had passed since my father's death.' 

"I remember this quite distinctly, because it was the first time I realized that 
there were certain things one must not do after anyone had died. The caribou are 
called 'earth-lice' in shaman language. 

"So lifelike was the dream that Qiqertaunak could not sleep any more that night. 
My brother Qajakutjuk was her favourite, and she used to say charms over him to 
make him strong. 

"Next morning, when it was light, and Qupanuaq was ready to start, my brother 
was so weak that he could not stand, and the others were too exhausted to carry 
him. So they covered him with a thin, worn skin and left him. Later on they found the 
meat, but they did not go back to Qajakutjuk. He was frozen to death. 

"My stepfather had an old mother named Isangiaq ("thaw"); she was blind, and I 
remember I was greatly afraid of her because I had heard that she had once, in a 
time of famine, eaten human flesh. A shaman had worked magic over her to restore 
her sight, and she had indeed begun to make out a little, but then she ate some 
blubber, and that is a thing one must not do when undergoing any magic cure, and so 
she had become quite blind again, and no one could do anything for her now. 

"Next spring we left there and went to Admiralty Inlet. We reached there just 
at the time when folk were laying up their sledges and belongings before going up 
country to hunt caribou. There was a man named Kipumen ("the crooked one"); his 
wife Kunualuk had given birth to a stillborn child a little while before, and was not 
allowed to go with the hunting party. So my mother went instead, and I went with 
her. We stayed inland all that summer. The men were successful in their hunting, and 
we helped them to drag the meat and store it in depots or cut off thin slices and laid 
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them on stones to dry. It was a pleasant time; we lived in abundance, with all manner 
of dainties besides, and the day passed as in play. Then one day I remember we were 
startled to hear a woman from one of the tents calling out: 'Here, come and look, 
quick, come and see.' We all ran to the spot, and there we saw a spider letting itself 
down to the ground. We could not make out where it came from; it looked as if it 
were letting itself down from the sky. We all saw it, and there was silence among the 
tents. For when a spider comes down from the sky it means someone is going to die. 
And true it was; when people came up from the coast, we learned that four men had 
perished in their kayaks. And among them was my stepfather, and thus we were left 
alone and homeless once again.  

"But it was not long before my mother was married again, this time with a young 
man, much younger than she was. They lived together until he took another wife, a 
young one about his own age; then my mother was cast off, and we were alone again. 
Then my Mother was married to a man named Augpila ("the red one") and we had 
someone to look after us once more. This Augpila wanted to go down to Ponds Inlet 
to look for white men. He had heard that whalers often came there in the summer. 
So he went off with my Mother, and I was left alone in the care of Amarualik ("the 
wolf") and his wife Tutuk ("dirt"). But I did not stay with them long, for Amarualik 
thought he had too many mouths to feed, so I went to live with Kanajoq ("the 
sea-scorpion"). I was there when Uvitara ("my new husband") - that is my pet name 
for Aua - came and fetched me, and that is the end of all my adventures. For one 
who lives unhappily has no adventures, and in truth I have lived happily and had seven 
children". 

Orulo was silent, and sat deep in thought, but I was anxious to learn more, and 
broke in with a question: 

"What is the bitterest memory of all you can remember?" 
Without a moment's hesitation she answered: 

"The bitterest I have ever known was a time of famine shortly after my 
eldest son was born. And to make matters worse, all our stores of meat from the 
previous hunting had been destroyed by wolverines. During the two coldest months 
of the winter, Uvitara hardly slept indoors a single night, but was out all the time 
hunting seal, and made do with a snatch of sleep now and then in the little snow 
shelters he built by the blow holes. We nearly starved to death, for in all that time 
he got only two seals. To see him go out cold and hungry day after day to his hunting, 
in all manner of cruel weather, to see him grow thinner and weaker all the time - oh, 
it was terrible. But then at last he got a walrus, and we were saved." 

"And the happiest thing you can remember?" I asked again. 
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At these words the old woman's kindly face lit up with a broad smile, and 
dropping her needlework, she edged up a little closer and began: 

"It was the first time I came back to Baffin Land after I was married. I had 
always been a poor fatherless creature, passed from hand to hand; but now I was 
welcomed with great festivity by all in the village. My husband had come to challenge 
one of the others to a song contest, and there were many feasts on that occasion, 
feasts such I had only heard about, but never taken part in myself."  

Orulo had been thoroughly in earnest in telling me the story of her life, and I had 
noticed, as she worked herself up, how the memories came crowding in upon her and 
took possession of her completely. When at last she had finished her story, she 
burst out crying, as if overwhelmed by some great sorrow. I asked what was the 
cause of her emotion, and she answered: 

"I have today been a child once more. While I was telling you all about my life, I 
lived it over again, and saw and felt everything in the same way as when it really 
happened. There are so many things we do not think of until the memories are upon 
us. And now you have learned the life of an old woman from the very beginning to 
this day. And I could not help crying for joy to think I had been so happy..." 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Go to Appendix A and rate how well you participated in the activities for this unit. 

Vocabulary Box 
Words such as distressed, exhausted, famine and abundance may not be 
familiar to the students, but they can be understood from the context. 
clad – dressed 
dainties – special treats to eat 
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Unit 2: Socialization 
 

 
Self-Actualization Needs 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

What are your personal self-actualization 
needs at this point in your life? What do 
you need in order to become who you want 
to be? 
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Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs 

     

     

    Self-Actualization 
Needs 

   Self-Esteem Needs 

  Attachment Needs 

 Safety Needs 

Physical Needs 

• food and drink 
• sleep 
• health 
• body needs 
• exercise and rest 
• sex 

• security 
• protection 
• comfort and peace 
• no threats or  

danger 
• orderly and neat 

surroundings 
 

• acceptance 
• belonging 
• membership 
• affection 
• group 

participation 

• recognition 
• confidence 
• competence and 

success 
• strength and  

intelligence 

• fulfillment of  
potential 

• acting for challenge  
of accomplishment 

• intellectual 
fulfillment 

• aesthetic 
appreciation 

• acceptance of 
reality 
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Issumatuq: Learning from the Traditional Healing Wisdom of 
the Canadian Inuit2  
 

Traditional Philosophy  
The traditional philosophy of the Inuit attended to three principles in the search 
towards meaning in life: (1) acting to assist the group, (2) experiencing group values 
such as love and nature and (3) suffering together. The struggles of the Inuit just 
to survive provided a constant journey. During the interviews I conducted, a 
tremendous emphasis upon the individual will to explore was repeatedly encountered. 
Setting new goals for oneself and responding to new challenges for the benefit of 
the group was highly valued. Here is an example of individual self-exploration with 
the ultimate goal being the benefit of the group: 
 

My early years were a challenge. It was always a learning experience. At times my 
life was hard, but it was also a life full of new goals and accomplishments. It was a 
life full of cooperation among camp members, deep spiritual satisfaction and inner 
contentment (Etoagant Akohayook, personal interview, Pangnirtung, October 3, 
1979). 

 

Older informants stated that their lives were a constant spiritual preparation and 
that the challenges of life were those of the mind as well as those of physical 
endurance, both focused on group survival. This concept is different from the 
Western emphasis on individual accomplishments and goals; rather the focus was 
upon each person developing strengths and abilities that enhanced the group. Each 
took on roles and activities in a group effort. If each pulled their weight, the group 
benefitted. 
 

This way of the Inuit is in accord with the view which holds that "the goal of 
therapy is not to strengthen the client's ego, but to encourage the client to 
transcend the ego by experiencing the self as embedded in and expressive of the 
community .... Symptoms are transformed into elements of social categories rather 
than personal states" (Lafromboise 1988, 392). 
 

I asked an elderly Inuk what was important to her in life. She gazed at me for a long 
time and began to speak in Inuktitut. As we looked out over Hudson's Bay towards a 
distant peninsula, she said, "Do you see that hill over there?” I replied yes. She 
continued, "Do you see the hill beyond that?” I again said yes. She then paused and

                                         
2 Taken from Minor, Issumatuq: Learning from the Traditional Healing Wisdom of the Canadian Inuit, 
pages 41-41. 
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with a smile asked, "And do you see the hill beyond that?” I looked at her and said 
no. She smiled and said, "Yes, but we know it is there and if we join together we will 
find it, together." We then talked for many hours of the many struggles that her 
camp had endured during her life, and throughout the conversation she continually 
referred to the group effort, with no reference to individual accomplishment 
(Sarah, personal interview, Sanikiluaq, 1980). 
 

Unlike the Europeans, the Inuit did not indulge in great material preparations. 
Though the Inuit did cache food for long winter months, they did not hoard it. 
Rather, they stored an amount sufficient to provide for themselves through hard 
times. Beyond that, the Inuit had a constant dependence and reliance upon nature. It 
is crucial to understand that the essence of the Inuit group effort was comprised of 
spiritual exploration and not material preparation. 
 

Spiritual preparation began at a very early age and was greatly influenced by an 
individual's parents and grandparents. The elderly I have interviewed often referred 
to the love and respect they held for their parents. Their homes, whether caribou 
tent or igloo, were filled with companionship and caring. It was a sparse home which 
contained only what was essential for physical survival, but it was also full of  
whatever was necessary for its occupants' inner spiritual needs. As the young Inuk 
grew to early adulthood, he or she learned the meaning of struggle and many times 
suffered and learned to endure hardships. Confronting these difficulties created a 
realization of one's own importance, strengths and weaknesses. As a youth, the Inuk 
gradually came to appreciate the necessity for group interaction and deep, quiet 
caring of others. One's world and life had a meaning: to grow constantly, to learn, to 
develop one's inner being, and to teach others the lessons for the survival of the 
people. 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Vocabulary Box 
philosophy – a theory that someone has about how to live or how to deal with a 
particular situation 
self-exploration – try to find out something about yourself (root word is explore) 
ego – your sense of your own worth; if you have a big ego, you think you are very 
important 
dependence – your need for something or someone in order to succeed or to 
survive (root word is depend) 
reliance – something you need and may not be able to live without (root word is 
rely) 
essence – the basic and most important characteristic which gives something its 
individual identity  
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Reflections 
Inuit beliefs are core to culture. These core beliefs have been identified as: 

• Respect and responsibility to care for all living things. 
• Living in harmony through avoiding conflict. 
• Becoming skilled and prepared to deal with anything that you have to face in 

life. 
 

Respond to the three questions provided. 
 

1. In your own life, which of these beliefs do you feel is the strongest? How do you 
see this belief demonstrated in how you live? 

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________ 

 
2. In your community, which belief is the most evident? How do people in the 

community demonstrate this belief? Which belief is the weakest? Why do you 
think this belief has become weak in the lives of people in your community? 

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________ 

 
3. Which belief is the weakest in your life? If you committed yourself more 

strongly to this belief, how would you demonstrate that commitment in the way 
you interact with others/other living things? 

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________ 

 Go to Appendix A and rate how well you participated in the activities for this unit. 
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Unit 3: What Influences Our Becoming? 
 

Inuit Morality Play3 
 

Almost all the children of Qipisa during the years I visited there were well loved and 
tenderly nurtured. Most of the Inuit I knew, in Qipisa and elsewhere, loved babies 
and small children and gave them a great deal of sensitive care and attention, nursing 
or feeding them when they were hungry, putting them gently to sleep when they 
were tired, comforting them when they were unhappy, holding and cuddling them a 
great deal of the time when they were awake, chanting to them over and over again 
special affectionate refrains that wove strong bonds between child and caretaker, 
and always including them in the company and activities of others, both children and 
adults. I heard older women in Qipisa tell young mothers that they should not leave a 
baby or small child alone when it was awake. Parents now and then expressed 
momentary annoyance when a child was obstreperous or disobedient, but they rarely 
showed anger. To be angry with a child was demeaning; it demonstrated one's own 
childishness, and one older woman told me that, as an educational device, scolding 
was likely to backfire and cause a child to rebel. When anger was expressed toward 
a child, the community strongly disapproved. 
 

So the children of Qipisa were growing up in a very small and warm world. To an 
outsider from an immense and complexly structured society, accustomed to 
strangers, to formal organizations, to the machinations of overwhelming powers 
whose intricate operations are dimly or not at all perceived, it must seem, from a 
social point of view, a simple and a safe world. But I think that to adult Inuit it was 
neither simple nor safe; it was full of hidden dangers. Socialization was in part a 
matter of becoming sensitive to these dangers, and interactions of the sort this 
book describes were an important mechanism in this process, creating, channeling, 
and maintaining a sense of danger in social life. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                         
3 Taken from Briggs, Inuit Morality Play, pages 4-5. 

Vocabulary Box 
obstreperous – noisy and difficult to control 
demeaning – it would make other people have less respect for the child, 
disrespectful 
complexly – with many different parts so it is difficult to understand 
machinations – secret and complicated plans, especially to gain power 
intricate – describing something that has many parts or details 
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Influences on Personality Development 

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________ 
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Socialization 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

 
How am I being socialized to 
become a successful contributor 
in our society? 
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Reflections 

An Inverview:4 
 

 
 
 
 
 
1.  How does the saying, “It takes a community to raise a child” support Jimmy 

Gibbon’s description? 
 

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________ 

                                         
4 Taken from Arjungnagimmat, pages 17-18. 

Jimmy Gibbons 

When Donald and I were growing up, we were 
raised in the traditional way. If we would get 
into mischief or even into something very 
minor, because my mother or father was not 
watching. I felt I could get away with things. 
Sometimes I might get another youngster 
to go along with me in my mischief making 
while there were adults other than my parents 
who could see what we were up to. But we 
would ignore them as they were not our 
parents. I would not know I was being watched. 
Little would I know that they would explain all 
of my actions to one of my parents and as soon 
as I would get home, it was as if they were 
there even when I did my mischief making. 
Even if I denied it, they would keep at me and 
the only way to get out of it would be to 
confess. 
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2. Do you see people in your community carrying on with the practice of watching 
over everyone’s children? Give an example that describes a time you observed 
this practice. 

 

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________ 
 

3. What lessons did Jimmy and Donald take from these experiences? 
 

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________ 
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wkw5 cspm/gcq8i4 grjxAt5 
Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit Guiding Principles 

ttCs/6bq5: +bk5 slx9lx6, wk4tg5 gros6bz: ]mfy vlx6 
Illustrations : Donald Uluadluak, Translation/traduction inuktitut : Mark Kalluak 

 
Wp5yC3i6: 
Gej4y}C8ax6 ttCs/Z6H 
Wp5yC3i6 yKo6tsisK6 w8Nso3izk9l ]s4}gbs=li yMgizk9l 
w~k2. +b7N grc6S6 gryxi3u4 wkw5 xgi wvJcbsJ1N3mb wvJ3izl 
xg3ic6Li kNo1uk5. wo8ix6g5 bwm8Ng5 yKo6tsi3u4 
n6r]/6t5t/Exc6S5 x7ml Wp5tDmic3lt4 kNo1ui WsJj5 
WoExaNhx6gj5. 
 
Pijitsirniq: Concept of serving 
 (Dogteam Illustration) 
The concept of serving is central to the Inuit style of leadership and as such is the 
measure of the maturity and wisdom of an Inuk. Key here is the understanding that 
each person has a contribution to make and is a valued contributor to his/her 
community. Students will be expected to demonstrate this kind of leadership and 
commitment to serving the common good. 

*** 
+x]pct}Q1i6: 
Gwk4 xSyE0Jtql ttCs/Z6H 
xbsy3u4 whmoct}QZhx3i6 gUFc6S6 gnsmt5t5txD1N3i3u4 x7ml 
g]CZE/sNhx6gi4 s4WE/ccbsi3u4. wo8ix6g5 bm3u4 iEs[FsK5 
kNo1uk5 x]gtc3ix6gu4 WoEicd/s=lt4 wMslt[l 
nT4toEcbsd=lQ5 wk1i4 kNKu. xbsy3u4 whmocbsJ1N3lt4 
WQxcbsJ1N3lt[l, WD6X9oxt5tcbsJ1N3lt4 gryxoct}Q1i3i4, 
xqct}Q4ymTgi[l }x6r4yJ1N3lt4 xbsy3u4 whmct}Qo3i3j5, 
cspNhxD1N3lil yM3Jx3u xyqi WoE8isJi4 wh7myE/sJi4 
sWAhA1N3li, iEsQ/sK5 wo8ixDt4nl4]bi. 
 
Aajiiqatigiingniq: Consensus–Decision Making   
(Person with Iglu-Making tools Illustration) 
The concept of consensus decision-making relies on strong communication skills and a 
strong belief in shared goals. All students are expected to become contributing 
members of their community and to participate actively in building the strength of 
Inuit in Nunavut. Being able to think and act collaboratively, to assist with the 
development of shared understandings, to resolve conflict in consensus-building 
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ways, and to consult respecting various perspectives and worldviews, are 
expectations that cross all curriculum areas. 

*** 
Wo7m4n3i6 
Gwk4 e'ui4 xJD1Nw6nwJ6 ttCs/Z6H 
xJD1Nw3i6 woymo3i3l Wo7m5yx3i3l x4h}Dbs?4S5 wkw5 
w~kJ1N3ix3iz8i srs6b6gu x4hD3N6gu. Wo7m5yx3i6 N1ui6 wkw5 
WsyqtA5 yMgi3u4 WoEi3u[l iEsQ/sK6 wo8ix6gi5. 
n6r]/6t5tli WJ1N3i6+b6t5ti3u4 xJT5tx3li w~ky3u w~kod=lQ5 
xg3ic6gi4, bmw8i4 sWQ/c3li. 
 
Pilimmaksarniq: Concept of Skills and Knowledge Acquisition 
(Person training dogteam Illustration) 
The concept of skills and knowledge acquisition and capacity building is central to 
the success of Inuit in a harsh environment. Building personal capacity in Inuit ways 
of knowing and doing are key expectations for students. Demonstrating 
empowerment to lead a successful and productive life, that is respectful of all, is a 
powerful end goal of our educational system. 

*** 
ck6}gD1N3i6 
GWzhw5 x0p}Q8q5g5 wl8aw5 ttCs/Z6H 
w6v6n4vsi3u4 whmc6g6 |x6r4yJ8N3li xJ3N6gi4, xg3li 
w6v4n3ifuA5 nN4vsi3uA9l hNgw8N3i4 xg3li x7ml 
xgoD1N6t5tli x7ml wMostJ1Ncbsli W/Exo1k5 h4voJu4 
xyY6X9oxJu yM3Jx3u, bm0/ bm4fx nT̀i5 wo8ix6gdto]m2b 
xJToExc6bq5. xgo6t5t4vsi6 n6r]/3icExc6S6 wo8ixDbsJo]mi 
whmosyl4|bil eiDbslt4 wkw5 w~kyz8k5 |x6r4|X9oDt4nu4. 
 
Qanuqtuurungnarniq: Concept of Being Resourceful to Solve Problems 
(Iglus Illustration) 
The concept of being resourceful to solve problems, through innovative and creative 
use of resources and demonstrating adaptability and flexibility in response to a 
rapidly changing world, are strengths all our students should develop. 
Resourcefulness should be demonstrated in all learning and also thinking that seeks 
to improve the context in which Inuit live. 

*** 
WoEct}Q1i6 
Gwk4hos8ax6g6 ttCs/Z6H 
whmQ/c6g6 WoEct}Q1i3u4 whmct}Q1i3u[l nNct}Q1i3u[l xbsy3u4 
g}CZc3li. W/Exo4 bm8N wkw5 s4WE/z5 x4h}Dtc6g6 W7mEsizi4 
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xu|hli WoEis2 xbsy}gq9li x4h|Dbsq8NExc6S6 
wo8ix6t5ti2t1i. kb6v5 iEsQ/cExc6S5 WoEct}Q1i3u4 rgl4]bk5 
w{Lxdbsix6gu4, whmct}QAt4nz8k9l, yKo6tsct}Q[lt[l x7m 
xroZsq9lt4 WoEc5bD1N3i3u4. 
WoEct}Q1i6 iEsQ/co6t5t7]mEK6 wvJZsli wo6fy5txu4 
W?9oxtbsi3u4, x7ml nTJu4 Wc8̀ǸEAyos3i3u4 vgtlAl xbsy3u4 
whmoct}QAy3u4. 
 
Piliriqatigiingniq: Concept of Collaborative Relationship or Working Together for 
a Common Purpose 
(Building Inuksuk Illustration) 
The concept of developing collaborative relationships and working together for a 
common purpose. The essential Inuit belief that stresses the importance of the 
group over the individual should pervade all our teaching. Expectations for students 
will reflect working for the common good, collaboration, shared leadership and 
volunteerism. Piliriqatigiingniq also sets expectations for supportive behaviour 
development, strong relationship-building and consensus-building. 
 

*** 
gzN3i6 
wk5tx?si6 mgwz5tx3lt4, gUN3lt4 Wcys0p5tx3lt[l gUN3i6 
xyui4 gUh4t5ti6, scctcF8Ntx3lt[l rsJ8N5tx3lt[l. 
n6r].6t5t4Xb WsJu4 w4WAh4tx3lt4 w~kct}Q5tx3ix6S5. 
 
Tunnganarniq:  
(Smiling Faces Illustration) 
Being welcoming to others, being open in communications and inclusive in the ways of 
interacting. Demonstrating this attitude is essential in building positive relationships 
with others. 

*** 
x?tu4 vm5tx3i6 
GkNu nlmt5t/Exc3i3u4 ttCs/Z6H 
x?tu4 vm5tx3i6 uxiE/s/Exc3izi4 gryN6yt5tisK6 wkw5 
x4gxic3iz8i4 x?tu1k5 yM3Jx3j9l w~k=FQ/u1k5. wo8ix6g5 
iEs[Fsix6S5 sWAhocbsi3u4 x?tu1i4 x7ml vm5txcbsi3u4 
Wsyt5tQxcbsi3u4 nS0pymcbsi3u[l wo6fyc3lt4 yM3Jxo]mj5 
uxiE/sd=lA x4h}DbsymJtA5 x?tK5 w~k5tx3N6]gd=lA. 
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Avatimik Kamattiarniq: Concept of Environmental Stewardship 
(Environmental Awareness Illustration) 
The concept of environmental stewardship stresses the key relationship Inuit have 
with their environment and with the world in which they live. Students will be 
expected to articulate respect for this mutually interdependent relationship and to 
demonstrate responsible behaviors that seek to improve and protect the relationship 
in ways that meet global challenges to environmental wellness. 
 

*** 
w]kct]Q5yx3i6 
w4WAh5tx3i6 xyui4, w~kctui4 WoEctc5txDN4lil w4WAh5tx3i9l 
w~kct}Q5yx3i6 sWQ/c3i6 w4WAh5tx3i3l xyui4. bm4fx 
whmQ/c5tx+Czb w4WAh4tx6Lt[l xyu1i4 xJD1̀i6X9ox+haK5 
w4WAh5tx3i6nso6Lt4, w7ui4 xyuk9l x[̀M5 kNctu1k5. bm8N 
gU=FQ/sK6 wk1k5 w~ki3u4 
 
Inuuqatigiitsiarniq 
(Boy with Shovel Illustration) 
Showing respect and a caring attitude for others. When people consider their 
relationship to people and behave in ways that build this relationship, they build 
strength both in themselves and in others and together as a community. This is 
foundational to Inuit ways of being. 

*** 
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The Epic of Qayaq5 

PREFACE 
 

FOR CENTURIES, INDIGENOUS PEOPLES OF ALASKA, 
Canada, Washington and Oregon have upheld the artful tradition of oral literature. 
These creations were handed down from one generation to another, under stringent 
protocols designed to keep intact their cultural significance. 

The most substantial form of oral literature is the epic, which may take many 
days to relate. The shortest form is the riddle, a brief set of clues that requires an 
answer from the audience. Of intermediate length is the parable - a single 
instructive incident from "another time." 

Other forms of oral literature include songs, recitations of lineages and rights, 
ritual greetings to visitors, ceremonies for distributing gifts, ceremonies for 
honoring the dead and ceremonies celebrating marriages or births. 

Traditional Alaskan storytelling is a rich art, originally part of a brilliant universe 
of oral tradition that included shaman's songs, potlatch greeting songs, epithalamia, 
and much more. 
 

Northwest stories - like oral stories handed down throughout the world - are 
generally not for amusement alone. Usually they have an important social purpose. 
One purpose is to supply examples of what true heroes do. Heroes are almost always 
male and single, so that they may wander; they are not constrained to return to the 
village regularly with game to feed an extended family. Like the ancient Greek hero 
Ulysses, Northwest heroes typically undergo initiations of increasing severity, slay 
monsters, demonstrate strength and cunning, collect important 
tools/wealth/power/skills. They free the enslaved and punish hubris, arrogance, 
greed and cruelty. 

Secondly, heroes also demonstrate how cleverness and sly tricks can, as in the 
British folktale of "The Little Tailor," compensate for lack of size and strength. 

A third purpose is to demonstrate the importance of adhering strictly to tribal 
ethics such as respecting animals, fish, and other sources of food. 

Stories may be whimsical such as "The tree that became a man" in Edward 
Keithahn's Alaskan Igloo Tales, but they tend toward the moral and the cautionary - 
just as do Mother Goose rhymes and the Brothers Grimm tales. 

                                         
5 Taken from Kiana Oman, The Epic of Qayaq, pages vii and viii. The Preface is written by Ann 
Chandonnet. 
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Common themes run through these stories: the lure of adventure/ foreign 
territory; respect for tradition; revenge; conflicts of loyalty; the journey to 
maturity and judgement - often via a series of encounters with creatures that are 
not human; responsibility to the band/ village/ tribe rather than to the self; 
transformation (appearance vs. reality); courage; perseverance; ingenuity. 

Among Northwest peoples, human existence is viewed as a series of tests and 
trials, of propitiations, of encounters with powerful chiefs/ shamans and powerful 
supernatural forces. 
 
Vocabulary Box 
stringent protocols – strict set of rules for how to do something 
intact – complete, not changed or damaged 
lineages – list of descendants, ancestors 
potlatch – a ceremony of the Pacific coast aboriginal people where they gave away 
many gifts 
epithalamia - songs or poems in honor of a bride and bridegroom (a Greek word) 
constrained – held back, forced to behave in a certain way 
hubris – arrogant pride 
arrogance – proud, unpleasant behaviour towards other people because you think 
you are more important than they are 
compensate – make up for, make the situation better 
adhering – stick firmly to something, support an opinion or belief 
ethics – moral beliefs that influence the behaviour, attitudes and philosophy of a 
group of people 
whimsical – unusual, playful, unpredictable 
perseverance – continuing with something even though it is difficult, not giving up 
ingenuity – skill at working out how to achieve things or skill at inventing new 
things 
propitiations – nice things you do to stop someone or something from being angry 
with you 
encounters – meetings, usually unexpected meetings 
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PREAMBLE 
 
A man and his wife found themselves on top of a mountain. With them was a dog. 
Where they came from they did not know. There were all kinds of animals around 
them. To the east of this mountain was another mountain. The two mountains were 
connected by a narrow neck of land. And all around there was water, water as far as 
their eyes could see. 

There were all kinds of good things to eat growing on the ground and it was easy 
for them to catch any kind of game they felt like eating. 

Children were born to them and as their children grew, their land grew larger, 
too. 

One day the father was walking alone along the east side of the Western 
Mountain. He happened to go farther than usual. On the other end of that narrow 
strip of land, he saw another man. He was so surprised there could be another man 
like himself. He walked toward the stranger smiling and that other man was smiling, 
too. When they were within speaking distance the father said, "So there are some 
other people on this earth!"  

"I did not know there was such a man as I am on this earth, too," the father 
added. "I live on this mountain with my wife, my children, and our dog. Come with me 
and I shall show them to you. I am very glad that there are some people like we are."  

The two men had the same language, but neither knew how they happened to be 
living separately on these two big mountains, one on the west and one on the east. 
This man from the west compared everything on the Eastern Mountain with his own 
at home and everything was the same. He visited them awhile and when he started 
for home, he asked to take the father of this family home saying, "I want to show 
you my family, too, and I am so happy to know there are people like us. I want my 
children to know your children." So he took the man of the Eastern Mountain home 
with him. 

From time to time, the families of the Western Mountain and the families of the 
Eastern Mountain visited each other. Finally, their children started taking each 
other as husbands and wives. Those on the Western Mountain did not want to be 
separated from their children; so they moved to the Eastern Mountain. Many years 
the two families lived together on the Eastern Mountain. Their children had their 
own children so they became many in number. 

By this time, their land had grown so big that they could not see the water any 
more. As the land enlarged, the animals had more space to roam, so they started 
scattering. This made them hard to catch. So the people that started from these 
two families began to have a hard time getting enough food. To make matters worse, 
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the ones who came from the west were getting short-tempered, and they began to 
practice shamanism. When they were not pleased, they killed off people by taking 
their souls, knowing a man cannot live without a soul. 

This is why the West Wind is usually stormy. It is because the people from the 
West were temperamental and stormy natured. People from the East were always 
easy-going, peaceful and kind. That is why the East wind blows softly and warm, while 
the West wind is very often stormy. 

Finally, each man took his family and moved away from this mountain and did his 
best to make a living for his family. This scattered people everywhere. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vocabulary Box 
temperamental – having moods that change often and suddenly, not quiet or calm 
by nature 
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_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________ 

 

Lessons from the 

Epic of Qayaq 

Go to Appendix A and rate how well you participated in the activities for this unit. 

How do these lessons relate to the 
Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit Principles? 
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Unit 4: Building Relationships 
Positive and NNNeeegggaaatttiiivvveee Personality Types 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Physical and Safety Characteristics 
Normal 

Nagliktaqtuq: the person’s 
physical and safety needs 
are met 

RRRoooccckkk   
Ujaraq: the person’s physical 
and safety needs are not 
properly met 

EEEgggggg   
Mannik: the person’s 
physical and safety needs 
are not met 

• concerned about 
others 

• superiority complex • selfish 

• caring • over-involved • affectionless 
• sharing • plays the martyr • self-involved 
• loyal • co-dependency • disloyal 
• empathetic • domineering • hardened 
• gregarious • servitude • anti-social 
• supportive • wants to be noticed • exploitive 
  • manipulative 

Vocabulary Box 
empathetic – able to share another person’s feelings or emotions as if they were 
your own feelings 
gregarious – really enjoys being with other people 
superiority complex – think you are better than everybody else 
martyr – person who exaggerates their suffering in order to get praise or sympathy 
from other people; a real martyr is a person who dies or suffers greatly because of 
their beliefs, like the suicide bombers in Iraq 
domineering – trying to control other people and not thinking about their feelings or 
opinions 
servitude – the root word is serve; when someone is almost like a slave to someone 
else 
exploitive – take  advantage of other people 
manipulative – persuade other people to do what you want 
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Attachment Characteristics 
Normal 

Piqanniqtuq: the person’s 
attachment needs are met 

RRRoooccckkk   
Ujaraq: the person’s 
attachment needs are not 
properly met 

EEEgggggg   
Mannik: the person’s 
attachment needs are not 
met 

• loving • gang loyalty • unattached 
• friendly • craves affection • guarded 
• intimate • craves acceptance • rejected 
• gregarious • promiscuous • lonely 
• cooperative • clinging • aloof 
• trusting • dependent • alienated 
 • cult vulnerable • defensive 

Vocabulary Box 
crave – you want to have something very, very much 
promiscuous – like to have sex with many people 
cult vulnerable – easily persuaded to become a member of a group and go along with 
whatever the other members want 
aloof – not very friendly, do not like to spend time with other people 
alienated – unfriendly, unsympathetic, ‘turned off’, you feel like an outsider 
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Self-Esteem Characteristics 
Normal 

Pimmarituq: the person’s 
needs for self-esteem are 
met 

RRRoooccckkk   
Ujaraq: the person’s needs 
for self-esteem are not 
properly met 

EEEgggggg   
Mannik: the person’s needs 
for self-esteem are not 
met 

• achiever • overachiever • non-achiever 
• successful • arrogant • failure oriented 
• creative • risk seeker • avoids risk 
• problem solver • cheater • fears challenges 
• motivated • workaholic • unmotivated 
• persistent • persevering • gives up easily 
• competent • delinquent • inadequate 

Vocabulary Box 
arrogant – behave in a proud, unpleasant way towards other people; believe other 
people are less important than yourself 
inadequate – feel unable to do things, feel like you are not good enough  
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Self-Actualization Characteristics 
Normal 

Isumatattiavak: the 
person’s needs for self-
actualization are met 

RRRoooccckkk   
Ujaraq: the person’s needs 
for self-actualization are not 
properly met 

EEEgggggg   
Mannik: the person’s needs 
for self-actualization are 
not met 

• autonomous • dictatorial • submissive 
• confident • reckless or macho • lacks confidence 
• assertive • bully • inferiority complex 
• responsible • sexual prowess • irresponsible 
• inner control • manipulative • helplessness 
• self-discipline • rebellious • undisciplined 
• leadership • defies authority • easily led 

Vocabulary Box 
autonomous – make your own decisions, not influenced by other people (auto = 
relating to self) 
assertive – state needs and opinions strongly so others pay attention 
dictatorial – treat other people in a forceful way, bossy, act like a dictator 
submissive – obey without arguing, meek (sub = under, below) 
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Plane Crash Scenario 

Your plane is about to crash. You have 20 minutes before impact. You 
know that only the people between rows 10-16 will get out. You are 
sitting in row 17.  
 
What will you be doing for the next 20 minutes? 
______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 

 
How are you feeling? 
______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 
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Reflections 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What is the most 
important 
relationship in 
your life right 
now? Think about 
the other person. 
How does he or 
she invest in you? 

Do you think this is a 
healthy relationship or 
could it be better? How 
can you improve your 
relationship? How would 
you like the other person 
to improve it? 

 

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

How do you make 
deposits in his or her 
bank account? Are 
you both investing 
more than you are 
withdrawing? 
 

 

Go to Appendix A and rate how well you participated in the activities for this unit. 
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Unit 5: Inuit Values and Beliefs 
The Epic of Qayaq6  

 

WHERE THE ESKIMO CAME FROM* 
 
*The word “Eskimo” has been used throughout this book to refer to the Arctic 
people of Alaska. From 1947, when the epic was written down, to the present time in 
Alaska, “Eskimo” has been used by the people to designate themselves. Lela’s people, 
who speak Inupiaq and live on mainland Alaska, are called “Inupiat.” Yupik-speaking 
people living on St. Lawrence Island and on the Kuskokwim Delta are called “Yupik.” 

 
This is the story of Qayaq as it was told to me by several different storytellers... 
 
QAYAQ’S LIFE WITH HIS PARENTS  
 
At this time, the days were long and the nights were short. Summers were long and 
the winters were short. 

In the lower valley of the Kobuk River lived two families beside a slough and two 
lakes that had no outlets. They were very strong and seemed to be well-off. One 
summer the children went off for a day of berry-picking. When they came home, 
they found their parents had been clubbed to death. Some giant, a killer, had come 
upon the two sets of parents and put an end to them. This frightened the children, 
even the grown children. 

The children scattered. Some went inland to the East, some went toward the 
North and one man and wife went South to the mouth of the Selawik River. These 
two were very strong and hunted sea animals on the Selawik Lake. At this time 
Selawik Lake was very deep and was a playground for huge whales. The man and his 
wife would go out in their kayak and bring home a huge whale. They also made use of 
other animals of the mountains and tundra. 

As time went on, the family increased. Many sons were born to the couple, but as 
soon as each one got old enough to hunt alone, he would go away on a hunting trip and 
never return. He would push off from the sand spit which shelters the mouth of the 
Selawik River and paddle his kayak up the river. That would be the last his family 
would ever see of him. 

                                         
6 Taken from Kiana Oman, The Epic of Qayaq, page 1 (explanation of the word “Eskimo”) and pages 5-
9. 
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After the eleventh son had left home in this manner just like his older brothers, 
the father and mother felt they could not face losing their twelfth son, who was still 
just a baby. But the father knew it was likely that when this boy grew old enough to 
be a great hunter, he would also leave in a kayak and like the others never return. 
The father grieved over this. Once a son had left, he knew that he would never see 
him again. In his grief, he kept saying to himself, "Qayaqtuagaqniqtuq" 
(Forever-riding-a-kayak). 

One day the mother was down by the river cutting fish to dry, while the baby, 
Qayaq, was sleeping in their huge sod home. The father climbed up on the strong 
roof. Standing above the open skylight, the father looked down and watched his son 
sleeping. In his mind he saw Qayaq leaving them in his kayak. What will become of 
him? What had happened to his other eleven sons? Each one always promised that he 
would return, but none had ever come back. 

The father at this time thought to himself that he was going to know what 
happened to this one. From the skylight he shot at the sleeping baby with his bow 
and arrow. The baby Qayaq bounced away from the spot; in the spot where he had 
been lying the deadly arrow quivered without harming the child. 

Once again, the father tried to kill his son. This time he was eating close to 
Qayaq, then a boy of about six winters. He tried to stab his son with the knife he 
was holding to cut his food. Although Qayaq was not facing his father, he quickly 
moved away from where his father sat. The father tried this a few more times but 
had to give up when he realized that he could not harm his gifted son. 

Qayaq grew and became strong and quick in movement as his parents were. He 
was allowed to hunt on land and the large lake, but his father always forbade hunting 
along the river. Qayaq always wondered what would happen if he paddled against the 
current of the wide river. From time to time he sat on the pebbly beach and looked 
up toward the East quietly and longingly, wishing to explore. His parents recognized 
in him the desire to test himself away from home that the eleven older brothers had 
shown before they left. 

Both Qayaq's parents were very strong and quick in movement. They lived on food 
they caught with spear, knife, bow and arrow. On their two legs, they could run and 
overtake the swiftest animal running on four legs. They were fast swimmers, too, 
and caught much food from the big lake. The passing of many years seemed not to 
have any effect on them. They looked and felt as young as the day they took each 
other as husband and wife. Still, they knew Qayaq was their last child, and he was 
very dear to them. 

The day came when they could not keep him from going. His mother made akutuq 
(Eskimo ice cream) for him to take along. She chewed on caribou fat to make akutuq. 
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And his father rendered fat from a recently killed whale. For many hours the akutuq 

was stirred. Starting from a liquid state, the oil from the whale and the fat of the 
caribou were stirred together. As the mother stirred, the liquid became foamy and 
was enlarging. As it grew, it became white like snow. For the last ingredient, the 
mother gave herself a nose bleed. This blood was added to the growing bulk of the 
akutuq. 

The mother said to Qayaq, "My dear son, it is not in my power to keep you with me. 
I have no supernatural powers for I am the daughter of the Eastern Mountain. With 
you will go peace, which is the makeup of my body. The blood I shed into this akutuq 

shall be your youth and your strength. I am sending you out into the unknown world 
that you might be able to save the human race from evil. My wind is a very kind wind; 
may the other winds be kind to you. Take a taste of this blood of mine when 
hopelessness seems to be overcoming you." She ladled the akutuq, now pink with her 
blood, into a leather pouch. 

Qayaq put the pouch into his sealskin packsack. In his kayak were a spear, bow and 
arrows; a stone knife hung in a case from his belt. 

The parents sadly followed him down to his skin kayak, and from the beach his 
father picked up three small pebbles. The father was a descendant of the Western 
Mountain. His mother was a descendant of the Eastern Mountain. Did not the people 
of the Western Mountain start the practice of shamanism? There were magical 
words he knew, and to protect his son he sang songs that had supernatural powers to 
save and to kill. His son could think of these songs in times of danger to protect 
himself. 

The father said, "My son, you are a man like me. There is nothing I can give you 
from my body that is not already yours. However, I have a few magical words that I 
feel you should have." Pronouncing a word he picked up a little pebble and made 
Qayaq swallow it. Three pebbles he made Qayaq swallow. Each little pebble was given 
to him with a magical word. "If you think that you are breathing your last, you must 
remember the little pebbles - each and every one will be useful to you, at separate 
times. 

"My other gift will be a song with power. When you sing it, it will become a rope, a 
rope with ability to kill or whip anything and make you strong. You will have to 
overcome the elements. Out there are people like us. Maybe you will need this 
supernatural power to protect them and yourself." 

The father and mother wanted Qayaq to come back, and not to leave forever like 
the other eleven sons. All during his childhood, Qayaq heard his father lamenting, 
"Qayaqtuagaqniqtuq" (Forever-riding-a-kayak). Qayaq was told over and over again 
that his older brothers had left one by one in a kayak, against their parents' wishes, 
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paddling up beyond the bend. Although each one had promised that he would come 
back again, none had ever returned. 

In spite of his responsibility to care for his aging parents, Qayaq could not neglect 
what seemed to draw him to go beyond the great horizons. Chances were, he might 
find out what kept his brothers from coming back. 

"If I come back, I will bring news of what has happened to them," Qayaq promised. 
Qayaq kept looking back at his parents as he paddled away from them. They became 
little dots on the pebbly beach of Sauniqtuq. 

 
QAYAQ ASSOCIATES WITH BIRDS AND ANIMALS AND A MAN WHO 
TRANSFORMS INTO AN ANIMAL 
 

While still close to the mouth of the Selawik river, he caught a seal. He severed the 
head and put it in his kayak. Although it should be dead, it was growling at him. This 
was strange, just a head growling at him. He talked to it and told it to be calm. It 
was going to be a help in some way. 

When he reached the first bend of the river he noticed what seemed to be a 
dwelling. He went ashore to see who could be living there. No one greeted him as he 
beached his kayak. He hid the growling seal head under his arm inside his parka. He 
noticed a large sod house and around it were racks on which human skins were drying. 
A woman came out of the large sod house. 

The woman invited him into her sod house, acting like she was glad to see another 
human being. The seal head under his arm growled, but Qayaq did not heed the 
warning and followed the beautiful woman into her dwelling. When he passed the 
door he heard the creak it made; this made him look back, only to see the door was 
swinging shut. It was a trap. When the woman grabbed for him, he shoved the 
growling seal head at her and made a leap for the door. He made his escape and ran 
down to his kayak. He paddled hard up against the current. As he did so he heard 
screams amidst the growls of the seal. He knew that the woman had no chance of 
survival. 

Vocabulary Box 
slough – a marshy pool or lake, a swamp, an inlet lined with grass 
severed – can infer the meaning from the context 
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Inuit Values and Beliefs 

English Kivalliq Dialect Qikiqtani Dialect Inuinnaqtun 
 

Resilience dMoJw8i6  dMohw31i6 Aokhaitok  

Practice  s4gCJi6  WNJ4X1i6 
xg̀M6bu4 

Oktokatahutik
  

Cooperation* wvJ6t}Q1i6 wvJ6t+Q1i6    Havakatigiiktot
  

Sharing xu6vs8i6  xu6+v6X1i6 Pikatigiktot 

Love N[o1i6 N[o1i6 Pikpagiktot 

Survival x8N4gJi6 +smNh1i6 Naovaktonikut 

Conservation ka5y5bwoi6 Ws6hx3+JuJ8N31i6 Totkomablutik 
Piyuktot 

Teamwork WoEct}Q1i6 nNct+Q1i6     Havakatigihutik 
Havaktigiyait 

Resourcefulness w6v6n5txJi6 ekgw8i6  Toktohanik 
Atokpaktot 

Patience ekw8i6 ekgw8i6  Nutakiokataktot 

Moving Forward yK7jx1i6 yK7jx1i6 Hivumongaoyut
  

Mastery Wh6yi6 xJ8q5txo3i6 Ayoihutik 
Ataaningoktot 

Listening g]nh3i6 +NMA8N31i6 Tuhakataktot 

Family wM}Q1i6 wM+Q5  Elait 

Significance grc3i6 s0pDh5tx31i6 Hivutuyunik 
Ihumagivaktait 
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Adaptability xbsyYcbsJ1N3i6 wMost5txvstQi6 Ayuiktaktot 

Observation cspnJi6  s0pDhtx3i6 Kungiahutik 

Strength W[Ai6 nTi6 Hakugiktot 

Volunteer wvJuxJi6  xro6h6bsNi 
WoE?1i6 

Ekayuyoktut 

Taking the long 
view 

szy4gj5 
whm4n6ysJi6 

yK7j5 
whm4n6ys3i6 

Kungiaktot 
Takiomik 
 

Consensus whmct}QJi6 xqct+Q1i6 Angikatigiktot
  

Endurance hdyJw8i6  hdyJw8i6 Ayokhaktot 

Strength W[Ai6 nTi6 Piyunaniq 

Generosity g4f3i6 wc5g6 Tunikatahutik 

Respect sWAh1i6 W3Jxat5ti6  Pitiahutik 

Unity xbsysct]Q1i6  x0p+Q4t5ti6 Adjikikatigiblutik 
Havakatigiiktut 

Unpretentious WshQT8i6 WshQq8i6 Ekohimaitomik 

Apologize mux5g8N3i6 mux5g8N31i6 Aya Ayalikpaktot
  

Acceptance xvs4n3i6 xq6yJ8N31i6  Pivaktait 
Nagogiblugit  

Oneness xbsysct+Q1i6  xbsysct+Q1i6  Ataohikut 
Elagiyut  

Interconnectedness x4gxgCs8ic3i6 x4gxc5bsti6 Elagikatigiyut 

Trust s4W3N3i6  s4WE/c3i6    Okpinaktok 
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Helping   wvJ3i6 wvJ3i6 Ekayukatifiktut 

Responsibility W/4ncsmi6 W/nc3i6  Pihimayakhait 

Perseverance nWo6bwoi6 nWo6bwoi6 Aghokhimaktokhak 

Honesty hoi6 hoi6 Ekoyuitot 

Equality xbsyst5yi6 Noj+Q4t5ti6 Adjikatigiyut 

Improvisation ck6]gD1N3i6 ck6+gD8N3i6    Nutangolaktot
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Reflections 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________ 

 

 
What did you learn from the research you did on your value? 
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 Go to Appendix A and rate how well you participated in the activities for this unit. 

My Own Values List 

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________ 
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The Epic of Qayaq7 

Qayaq walked and walked. 
The early morning was frosty, the sky very blue and he could hear the crunchy 

sound his feet made in the dry snow. 
Qayaq took a taste of the akutuq his mother made, and he felt on his right side the 

caressing of the soft east wind. "My wind is a very kind wind." He was hearing his 
mother's words again. As he faced the north, he began to run, seeing again in his 
mind his parting with his parents. He wondered how they were getting along. How 
very easy it would be for him to turn around and be on the run straight for home. He 
longed to see his parents and he vowed to himself that some day... some day he was 
going home to see them. But now he had something else to do. 

All that day he ran, stopping just long enough to rest and to eat. When the night 
came he was still on the run over many hills, stretches of tundra and high mountains. 

The afternoon of the second day, he saw from the top of a mountain a big flat 
space ahead of him. All around this flat space were mountains, very tall mountains. In 
the middle of the flat space he saw it: the one-footed bird. As his father-in-law had 
told him, it was so very black and large that he had no trouble seeing it. The bird had 
seen him first and was speeding toward him. 

This bird, even though one-footed, could make its way very quickly. The bird and 
Qayaq sped toward each other. The bird hopped long distances on its one foot 
helped by its two flapping wings which dug into the snow on each side of it. The wings 
were too short to lift the heavy bird off the snow but long enough to dig into the 
crust and to throw chunks of snow and ice all around it. 

When the great bird came within the range of Qayaq's arrows, he sent one with a 
terrific force behind it. To his horror he saw his arrow land on its mark and skim 
away without any effect on the snorting and fuming and speeding bird. As the bird 
ran nearer he showered it with arrows. The arrows struck terrific blows on many 
places on the big bird but the bird seemed not to be affected. Qayaq saw its eyes, 
big fiery eyes, very close now. Too terribly close. The only weapon Qayaq had 
besides his bow and arrows was his stone knife. There was no turning back. This 
one-footed bird was speeding toward him and he stood there waiting for it, a stone 
knife in his hand. For the first time, he felt his great heart pounding in fright. But 
there was no turning back. He knew that he was going to have to fight hard for his 
life. One of them was soon to die. 

                                         
7 Taken from Kiana Oman, The Epic of Qayaq, pages 36-39. 
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The big black bird opened its beak in the act of swallowing Qayaq. Qayaq with all 
his strength struck the bird on its head. And he heard the sound of rock striking 
rock. Then Qayaq lost consciousness. 

When Qayaq opened his eyes, he was riding the bird. His legs and arms were 
entwined around the neck of the big bird. The wind in his ears was buzzing. His body 
ached and he heard above him the song, the song that his father had given him. 
What a fool he had been not to think of that in the first place! The bird kept 
hopping and flapping in its awkward gait, jarring Qayaq with sickening violence. The 
bird tried to make its gait more uneven and rough in an effort to shake Qayaq off 
its back. 

Qayaq knew that his father's song of power was helping him. Even though he had 
slipped so that he was now hanging down in front of the bird, no part of him was 
dragging on the ground, or getting hurt by sharp ice and rocks. With his knife he 
kept striking the bird, with each blow hearing the sound of rock striking rock. This 
flint knife made a cracking sound when it hit the bird's stone feathers. 

What could he do? From the underside of the neck of the bird he worked his way 
to a flapping wing. Perhaps this would be more vulnerable. Not a spot on this bird was 
not covered with feathers of rock or scales of rock. 

The bird still sped on. When it reached the other side of the flat, it turned 
around and raced back to the other end again, trying to shake Qayaq off. Riding the 
violent winged steed, Qayaq hacked away at the black rock armor that was the 
bird's covering. 

When night came, they were still fighting, the bird stamping around now in a circle. 
Half-crazy with anger, it still kept trying to shake Qayaq off. Qayaq, almost fainting 
with fatigue, still hacked away at the stone scales. He crawled over its wings, its 
back. Every inch of the bird, he covered - finally and at last, he was letting himself 
down its strong leg toward the single foot. He thought to himself that he was about 
to give up. When he reached the scaly joint of the foot, he struck. With a great 
shriek, the big bird toppled over. Qayaq saw blood spurting from the wound. It 
spurted over him, covering him with blood. 

The one-footed bird was breathing its last breath as the last ounce of its blood 
ebbed away from its big body. Qayaq walked a little way, fell down on the snow and 
sank into a deep sleep. 

His wife's father, Umialik, had sent him to kill the bird, pretending to know that 
its meat was tasty. No one had ever survived when this bird with one foot and scales 
of stone laid its fiery eyes upon him. Qayaq wondered how many animals and men had 
lost their lives, on this great wilderness flatland, inhabited for so many years only by 
this bird. How many young men had Umialik sent here to be killed? How did Umialik 
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know that the bird was here? It was because he thought that Qayaq would certainly 
be killed that Umialik had sent him here. 

When Qayaq opened his eyes, the sun was high and warm. His body ached with 
every move he made. He was encrusted with the clots of blood from the bird. There, 
just a little way from him lay the bird. Like a big gray hill it lay. 

He examined the bird and tried to cut a piece to take home with him, but his knife 
could not cut even the tiniest piece of it. He himself all crusted with the bird's 
blood was evidence enough to convince his father-in-law that he had killed his tasty 
one-footed bird. 
Qayaq made his way home not caring when he reached home. 
 

Vocabulary Box 
jarring – moving with a fairly hard, shaking movement 
vulnerable – weak and without protection, easily hurt 
steed – an animal that you ride, usually a horse 
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Unit 6: Value Conflicts and Influences 
 
Issumatuq: Learning from the Traditional Healing Wisdom of 
the Canadian Inuit8  
 

A Tragedy of Misunderstanding  
A tragedy of misunderstanding occurred. These European men who early came to the 
Arctic viewed their expansion efforts as a mission and their personal commitments 
as a voluntary suffering undertaken to save the native people from the harsh 
realities of their life and to provide themselves with a better berth in the next. But 
they fundamentally failed to understand the cultural "reality" the Inuit had evolved 
and lived within for centuries in the Arctic. All the new arrivals were able to 
perceive were freezing climatic conditions, famine and an endless struggle for 
survival, and the Inuit culture looked inferior to the European world they had left 
behind. To these intruders, who were completely unable to understand the internal 
cohesion and human qualities that bound together this culture, so foreign to their 
own, the Inuit became nothing other than what whites supposed them to be. And 
this made it impossible for them to give any thought to the views the Inuit had 
about the whites. I recall a story related to me by one old Inuk woman who had been 
born in 1890: 
 

Yes, I recall the first time I saw a white man. He came in a big ship, such 
that I had not seen before. We called him Kappita. This man had with him a 
brother whom we called Nakoonuaq, the crosseyes one. They came into our 
land, they were young and did not know how to survive. The ice came into the 
Hudson Bay and their ship could not move. The men of the ship thus stayed 
with our group for the winter. Kappita and Nakoonuaq remained in the home of 
my mother. They had no family and were far from their homeland, they had no 
knowledge of life and had to be taught much. We taught them our way of life. 
They were grateful and I believe a bit shameful that they had come in such 
ignorance. In the springtime they returned to their homeland. I did not see 
them again (Monica, personal interview, Pelly Bay, June 23, 1978). 

 

In speaking with Inuit elderly, I have learned that this people viewed the white man 
as basically ignorant about methods of survival, and thus they did not consider 
                                         
8 Taken from Minor, Issumatuq: Learning from the Traditional Healing Wisdom of the Canadian Inuit, 
pages 64-65. 
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themselves to be in need of the white man's help. Whites who did not understand or 
appreciate Inuit cultural adaptations to Arctic conditions viewed them as poor, 
helpless people. But this was not the Inuit view. In fact, to the Inuit it was the white 
men who were inept and required care. The Inuit had tested their skills and means 
of physical and psychological survival over generations. But these skills and ap-
proaches were unknown or undervalued by the intruders. What emerged was a 
mutual failure to perceive the strengths in each other's culture. 
 

But of tremendous importance is the fact that in order to survive in the Arctic the 
white men required the stores of knowledge peculiar to Inuit culture, while the Inuit 
did not at all require European knowledge or customs to survive. But the intruders 
brought with them their knowledges and factors of comfort that they thought 
necessary for their own well-being, with little regard for the effects these efforts 
would have upon the Inuit. And these knowledges were pressed upon the Inuit by 
ignorant Europeans. Although a wide variety of white men were involved in 
influencing the Inuit, I shall concentrate upon the missionaries because a grasp of 
their role is vital to an understanding of changes that have occurred in the 
traditional Inuit approach to the art of helping. 

Vocabulary Box 
intruders – people who go into places where they are not supposed to be, where 
they are not welcome 
cohesion – within a society, the different members fit together well and form a 
united whole 
inept – completely lacking in skill 
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Influencing Values Record Sheet 

Values being shown Method Impact 
(0=low, 5=high) 

For example: 
• violence solves 

problems 

 
• glorifies violence and you never see 

the consequences 

 
3 – it’s not real 
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Reflections 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. The issue my group discussed was ________________. The media portrays this 
issue like 
_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________ 

 
2. In my own life, the media has influenced my ideas about this issue by 
_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________ 

 
3. I am happy/unhappy with this influence in my life. I will choose to respond in the 
following ways: 
_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

 

 
money sex 

substance abuse 

violence 
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Value Statements 

 
 

Discuss each of the following statements and explain why you agree or disagree with 
it. Each person in your group should have a chance to speak to each statement. Each 
student should record all responses even if she or he does not agree with them. You 
do not need to record responses that are duplicates of ones already stated. 
 

1. You can only value those things your parents teach you to value. 
______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 
 

2. A person should value what her or his friends value. 
______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 
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3. Values can’t be changed. 
______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 
 

4. You can do anything you want as long as you feel you have things under control. 
______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 
 

5. It doesn’t matter what your friends value. 

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________ 
 

6. Once you value something, it’s easy to behave in ways that show what you value. 
______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 
 

7. Your actions prove what you value most. 
______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 
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8. The more you practise your values, the easier it is to practise them. 
______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 
 

9. If you want to change a value, you can always make that change. 
______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 

 

10. When you are clear about your values, you always make the right choice. 
______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 
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Reflections 
 

Choose one of the statements from the Value Statements and respond to it more 
fully. 
_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________ 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Go to Appendix A and rate how well you participated in the activities for this unit. 
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Unit 7: Values Clarification 
 

Kikkik’s Story9 

February at Henik Lake: Kikkik's Story 
Two official reports are helpful in reconstructing the events that followed. A report 
signed by R.AJ. Phillips, dated 20 October 1958, has already been noted. It is titled: 
'Re: Starvation Among the Eskimos in the Winter of 1957-58.'A more detailed 
report was prepared by Walter Rudnicki based on a field trip he made to Eskimo 
Point with Alex Stevenson. Rudnicki interviewed many of the survivors, and 
information from some of those interviews has already been used to reconstruct the 
circumstances of the move to Henik Lake. Rudnicki's report is dated March 1958 and 
titled: 'Report - Field Trip to Eskimo Point.' 

The fall caribou hunt had been remarkably unsuccessful. All the relocated Inuit 
had been able to procure were about twelve caribou. Eight of these were shot by 
Voisey. One caribou might last a family about three days, so this was not nearly 
enough. According to Voisey, 'the groups broke up into four camps, each within a 
seven mile radius. Owlijoot, who is looked to for advice and guidance by the others 
lived with his large family in one camp. Ootuk and Hallow made up another camp ... 
each family was looking after its own needs and there seemed to be no effort at 
sharing.' Most of the group's dogs had died the winter before. They had between 
four and seven dogs scattered among the four camps and as a result did not have a 
single dog team. Their mobility, therefore, was limited, both for caribou hunting and 
for going to the post at Padlei. Voisey was of the opinion that 'the Eskimos 
customarily did not travel further than one day's walk away from the camp on 
hunting forays. The expectation seemed to be that the caribou would come to them.' 
The caribou did not, and the hunters could not go to the caribou. 

Interviewed by Rudnicki later, each couple reported on the lack of success in 
hunting caribou and fishing at Henik Lake. Owlijoot and Nootaraloo reported that 
'we never got any caribou this side of Ennadai. We had a net but could catch only one 
fish. There was enough ammunition but no caribou.' Yahah and Howmik said, 'there 
was no caribou at Henik Lake. We had lots of ammunition. We did not have a boat for 
fishing. We get a little fish through the ice this winter. We were hungry at Henik 
Lake this winter.' Shikoak and Pallikal told the same story: 'At Henik Lake the only 
caribou we got were a few in September ... After that, no more caribou. Shikoak got 
five caribou after September - those were his last. We had enough ammunition.' 

                                         
9 Taken from Tester and Kulchyski, Tammarniit (Mistakes),  pages 229-234. 
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They went on to say, 'We don't know about fish - the only time we fished was when 
Voisey was with us.' 

By late January, the people were in dire circumstances. The situation at Hallow and 
Ootuk's camp, where the most serious trouble broke out, was probably not atypical. 
Rudnicki reports: 
 

As the winter progressed food became scarcer and scarcer. By February, hunger and   
despair filled the two igloos on the shores of Henik Lake. Hallow continued to jig for 
fish from early morning till late at night and managed usually to catch one or two to 
keep his family going. Ootuk and his family kept themselves alive by eating caribou 
clothing and fish bones which they got from Hallow's igloo. Soon, the children's 
clothing was gone and there was nothing more to eat. Not long afterwards, Igyaka, 
Ootuk's son died of starvation. 

 

In the other report, Igyaka's death is reported to have taken place on 8 February, 
the same day that trouble broke out between Ootuk and Hallow, and Igyaka is 
described as Ootuk's daughter, not his son. 'Igyaka daughter of Ootuk died of 
malnutrition. Ootuk, through indolence, failed to provide sufficient food for family. 
Although he lived about 30 yards from igloo of Hallow, who provided well for his 
family at fishing holes about 50 yds. from both igloos.' However, it seems unlikely 
that Hallow was providing well for his family, since the conflict between the two was 
probably precipitated by Hallow's desire to move his camp to find a better fishing 
spot. Rudnicki reports that lgyaka died on 6 February. Hallow and Kikkik were in 
almost as much trouble as Ootuk and Howmik, though the latter were undoubtedly 
worse off, possibly because Howmik was 'crippled by polio. [She] does not have use 
of legs and right arm. Appears to be a bright and resourceful person, however.' 

February 8 was a stormy, cold day. Ootuk was apparently in a foul mood, and 
'struck his daughter Kooyak because she was crying for food.' Telling his wife he 
was leaving to go to Padlei for help, he took his rifle and left the tent, but 'instead 
of starting for Padlei, Ootuk walked to Hallow's igloo.' There he found Hallow and 
Kikkik 'eating strips of caribou skin and old tea leaves' and learned of Hallow's plan 
to move after the storm. Hallow left to try for more fish. Ootuk waited a while and 
left, having announced his plan to walk to Padlei. 

Instead, he walked with his rifle through the storm towards Hallow's fishing hole. 
'He came up behind Hallow who was crouched over the fishing hole and had not 
heard him approach. Ootuk stared at the huddled figure, then carefully aimed his 
rifle and fired. Hallow slumped forward into the water, the back of his head 
shattered by the force of the bullet."  Ootuk then walked back to Hallow and 
Kikkik's igloo where Kikkik was surprised to see him return. He asked Kikkik's 
children to do some small tasks for him, all strange requests that were not obeyed, 
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and then left the igloo taking Hallow's rifle. Kikkik followed, attempting to get the 
rifle back. Ootuk pointed the rifle at Kikkik and fired it, but she moved the barrel 
away just before he fired, so he missed her. The two struggled, and Kikkik yelled to 
her daughter to run and get Hallow. Kikkik managed to wrestle the weakened Ootuk 
to the ground and sit on him by the time her daughter returned with news of the 
murder. 
 

Struggling to free himself, Ootuk's reserves of strength quickly failed. Kikkik held 
him firmly and accused Ootuk of killing Hallow. Ootuk admitted the deed saying that 
Howmik, his wife, had told him to kill Hallow because he was not feeding his kin. 
Kikkik called to Allaymuk and asked for a knife which was quickly procured. Pleading 
for his life, Ootuk promised to care for Kikkik and her children now that Hallow was 
dead. He defended himself desperately and the knife succeeded only in tearing his 
face. It was too dull to inflict a fatal wound and Kikkik called to her children to bring 
another knife. Karlak, her nine year old son, handed her a sharp skinning knife. Before 
plunging the knife into Ootuk's chest, Kikkik ordered her children back into the igloo.  

 

Kikkik then covered the bodies with snow and began loading her sled, having decided 
to try to make the trip to Padlei. As Kikkik loaded the sled, Howmik appeared, asking 
after Ootuk. Kikkik said Ootuk had gone on to Padlei and that she was on her way to 
a new fishing camp. 'Kikkik pitied Howmik who now had no fire, no wood and no food. 
Kikkik didn't know what Howmik could do now to save herself and her children.’ 

Pulling the sled, Kikkik then walked off with her children into the storm. They 
overnighted in a hollow she dug into the snow and continued walking the next day. 
Sometime on the afternoon of 9 February, Kikkik stumbled across her brother, 
Yahah, who was out looking for food. She told him the story and he responded by 
building her an igloo and leaving for Padlei himself to get help. Worried that Yahah 
might not actually go to Padlei, the next morning Kikkik decided to continue the 
journey with her children. For three more days they walked with no food or comfort. 
At some point the two youngest girls weakened to the point that Kikkik had to pull 
them in the sled. Not knowing that Yahah had reached Padlei, and rapidly losing 
strength, Kikkik's options continued to narrow. 

 

During the night Kikkik thought much about what she should do. She could still 
manage with her oldest son and daughter and little Kokakhak who was in her hood. 
Annacathea and Nosha seemed very weak however and would not last much longer. 
The following morning, Kikkik wrapped her two daughters in two caribou skins and 
buried them under snow blocks. With her remaining three children, Kikkik started 
once more for Padlei. That noon, she stopped to rest in an abandoned cabin around 
fifteen miles from Padlei and it was not long before she was spotted. 
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Kikkik was spotted by a plane carrying RCMP that had gone in search of her after 
Yahah reached Padlei and reported the events. Frightened by the questions the 
police were asking, Kikkik told them that Annacathea and Nesha 'were dead - for 
they surely would be by now. Kikkik and her remaining children were bundled into a 
plane and taken to Eskimo Point.' A constable, following Kikkik's trail by dog sled to 
verify her story, 'heard the voice of a child calling out of the snow. He dug into the 
snow and found Annacatha alive and apparently unharmed. Nesha was dead.' Kikkik 
was taken into custody and charged with murder. 

On 12 February, Yahah reached the Padlei post and the HBC manager 'radioed 
R.C.M.Police at Eskimo Point and reported the murders of two Eskimo men at Henik 
Lake and other Eskimo deaths by privation. Police went to Henik Lake by their 
aircraft on February 13th.' On the 14th, supplies were airlifted in, and on the 15th 
the evacuation of the Henik Lake Inuit to Eskimo Point began under the supervision 
of the northern service officer. The same day, in a last sweep of the area to ensure 
no one had been left behind, the police were reported to have 'found fish and 
ptarmigan fairly plentiful.' This is hard to imagine. Police, sweeping the area to 
ensure that no one had been left behind, would hardly have taken the time to fish 
through the ice to see if fish were 'plentiful.' It also seems equally improbable that 
they could have established that there were lots of ptarmigan in the area. 

While the Kikkik-Hallow and Howmik-Ootuk families were experiencing conflict and 
turmoil, other groups were not much better off. On 10 February, Kayai, who had 
frozen his toe and found decomposition setting in, died on the way to Padlei. He had 
tried walking, but after a day had to be pulled by sled. Ungmak 'died of exposure and 
exhaustion en route to Padley. His wife Tablook, discharged from Sanatorium in 
previous October hauled sled with no ill effects.' The implication is made over and 
over in this report that those who died were to blame for their own misfortune. 
Another Inuk, Angatayok, travelled with Ungmak and Tablook but 'lagged behind and 
was later found dead on ice from exposure.' This brought the total number of 
Ennadai/Henik Inuit who died in February 1957 to seven. Five others had to be 
evacuated to hospitals. Of the six surviving adult male family members, only three 
were able-bodied. 

The 20 October report by R.A.J. Phillips of the department puts the blame for the 
incident squarely on the heads of the Inuit. 
 

The Coroner examined all bodies and found them all, with the exception of Igyaka, to 
have the appearance of well nourished persons in life. While shortage of food no 
doubt caused exodus of these Eskimos to Padley, there was no evidence of starvation. 
The failure of the caribou to appear at Henik Lake in sufficient numbers to enable 
the Eskimos to obtain meat was the main factor in causing the unfortunate chain of 
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events. While the other game and fish resources were sufficient to maintain the 
Eskimos in food, the lack of caribou clothing prevented them from fully exploiting 
these resources.  

 

These observations are likely quite inaccurate and characterized by errors in 
judgment repeated during the investigations of Inuit deaths at Garry Lake the same 
winter. Starvation in the Arctic is not the same as starvation in a temperate climate. 
Under Arctic conditions, the loss of body fat means death from hypothermia long 
before the body starts to consume protein and muscle mass in an effort to sustain 
itself. Therefore, Inuit dying of starvation in the Arctic do not fit the stereotypical 
image of starvation, most commonly associated with people dying in temperate, Third 
World countries, whose muscle mass, by the time they die, has been severely 
reduced. The statement that 'there was no evidence of starvation' is, therefore, 
inaccurate, and the statement that 'lack of caribou clothing prevented them from 
fully exploiting these resources' is only partly correct. The story of Kikkik certainly 
indicates severe malnourishment. 

The coroner's report, as a 'neutral' document, is questionable. A later 
memorandum, written by Northern Service Officer Kerr, commented on critical 
remarks found in the 20 October report that Phillips made to his director. In it, 
Kerr states: 'The body of Kayai did not appear undernourished when viewed by Corpl. 
Gallagher, Constable Laliberte and myself (As Coroner).' There is no reason to 
believe that either Corporal Gallagher or Constable Laliberte had qualifications that 
would lend credibility to such an observation, and Kerr, as coroner, was himself 
implicated in the outcome of his own investigations. 

Both Kikkik's and Howmik's families - or rather, what was left of them - were 
rescued and moved with the other Henik Lake Inuit to Eskimo Point. Rudnicki 
described them as he found them in March 1958: 'The last of the Ahearmiut are 
living in six igloos behind the policeman's house at Eskimo Point. They no longer have 
dogs, sleds, kayaks or any of the accoutrements of a way of life on the land. With no 
more caribou to hunt, they no longer have any aim in life. Their present existence is 
based on only one awareness - that they are now absolutely dependent on the white 
man.' 

Kikkik's situation was even worse: 
 

Kikkik is now in police custody. She has an igloo all to herself at Eskimo Point and the 
company of an old Eskimo woman who has been hired by the police as a matron. 
Annacatha is in the Churchill Military Hospital. The remaining three children are 
being looked after by Jimmy Gibbons the special constable at Eskimo Point. Other 
Eskimos do not visit her or talk to her. Though Kikkik smiles at the white men who 
come to see her, her eyes betray fear and bewilderment.  
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At the time, ostracism was a form of sanction applied by members of a camp to 
those within their group whose behaviour was not sanctioned by the other members. 
When asked if they would like to have Kikkik rejoin them, most Ennadai/Henik Lake 
Inuit replied in the negative. Owlijoot and Nootaraloo gave the most considered 
opinion, stating, 'We were afraid of her at first - but she does not worry us now. 
Nanook (Ohootuk's wife) is very afraid of Kikkik - because she cuts up people,' while 
Mounik and Sokawak said, 'We are afraid of Kikkik. We would not want her to live 
among us again. We would accept her children,' and Yahah and Howmik said, 'We 
don't know about Kikkik. I don't think we would like her back again.' It is important 
to recognize that here, as in other answers, the group may have been trying to 
respond in a way that would please the outsiders, who they knew were treating 
Kikkik as a criminal. 

Under these circumstances, intensive discussion was held about what to do with 
the Ennadai/Henik Lake Inuit. The answer was as obvious in the spring of 1958 as it 
had been the year before. 
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Qutuuq’s Story10 

The Baby   
 

Slowly, they all got up, picked up the things they were carrying, and started toward 
the riverbank. Qutuuq looked around at the willows and decided that they needed to 
dig in under some thick bushes to try and keep warm and safe from wild animals. 
When she found the best spot, she told Savokgenaq and Keenaq to help her dig out 
the snow. It was still soft from the storm. She told Savokgenaq to pull out the skins 
from his bag and lay them on the ground. They used the skins from her bag for 
cover, weaving them into the willows about two feet off the ground. 

As Qutuuq was placing the skins, she suddenly remembered that the willows they 
used for headaches, and that were all around them, were edible. At least we can 
chew on something, she thought to herself. 

"Savokenaq, see these willows here? Try to break off three of them and bring 
them to me,” Qutuuq told him. 

When Savokgenaq brought them to her, she sat down on the ground and started 
peeling off the bark. It was hard to do because they were so frozen. When she 
managed to peel about two inches off one, she handed it to Keenaq. "Chew on this, 
my little one,” she told her. Keenaq reached for it and started to chew on the frozen 
willow. Then she did the same with Savokgenaq's and with hers. 

As they chewed, they watched the sky grow dark. It was a clear night, not like 
the night before. There was no sound of wind or wild animals, only the sucking sound 
that the three of them were making trying to get the juice out of the frozen willow. 
After a while, the medicine seemed to have a calming effect, and they started to 
feel tired from having walked all day long on a path that looked the same 
everywhere. 

When it came time to crawl into the little shelter they had made, Qutuuq told 
Savokgenaq to load his gun and to place it at the side where he would be sleeping. 
She wasn't sure if Savokgenaq knew how to do that, but he did. His papa must have 
taught him when she was busy doing other things. She was grateful that Kipmalook 
taught him how to use the gun. 

Qutuuq knew that she should sleep in the middle so that both of the children 
would be touching her. It was hard for her to crawl into such a little space because 
she was so big. Savokenaq helped her by pulling her in. When she finally got settled, 
her breathing was labored, and she told Savokenaq that she had to turn on her side 
and that she would first turn toward Keenaq. He told her that he would turn the 
                                         
10 Taken from Outwater Cox, The Winter Walk, pages 164-179. 
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other way and he wasn't afraid. They quickly went to sleep, and surprisingly it was a 
very quiet night. 

In the middle of the night, Qutuuq was suddenly awakened by an excruciating 
pain. Her left arm went quickly to her lower stomach to try to make the pain go 
away. By doing that, she thought that she could go back to sleep because they had 
kept warm in all those skins. She tried to lie still so that she wouldn't wake her chil-
dren. Pretty soon, the pain did go away, and she did go back to sleep. 

About an hour later, the same pain woke Qutuuq again. This time she sat up 
because the pain seemed to be stronger. It frightened her. Her face was creased 
with the pain. She tried to keep still and quiet, but she was taking deep breaths now. 
And this time she couldn't go back to sleep. Another fear was taking over, and this 
was added to her fear of starvation. 

"I can't feed two children, what am I going to do with three?" she asked herself. 
"I'll lie here and see if the pain will stop. The baby isn't due for another month yet. 
If I hope hard enough, it might stop." 

She turned toward Savokgenaq and lay back down on her other side now. Because 
she had such hope, she managed to get back to sleep. 

While sleeping, Qutuuq dreamed that she was back in her little sod house visiting 
with Kipmalook. He was telling her about Savokenaq, how proud he had been of his 
son when he took him on the one-day trapline. That Savokgenaq would be a great 
hunter someday because he really listened to his papa whenever he told him what to 
do. As she was smiling back at Kipmalook, she was suddenly awakened from her 
pleasant dream by the pain again. 

Qutuuq sat up and began to take long breaths. The pain was stronger, and she 
struggled to think clearly. 

"The baby is coming early. What am I going do?" She still did not want to believe 
that on top of everything else, this was happening. This time she knew that she could 
not go back to sleep. Breathing deeply, she could see her frozen breaths in the air. 

There were wide gaps in their little fur shelter where one could see the outdoors. 
It was still the middle of the night or perhaps early morning. Like last night, before 
they went to sleep, there was still no sound out there. There were no animals making 
noises, no scratches in the snow or sounds of ptarmigan. It was just quiet. As Qutuuq 
thought about what she was going to do, she started to sob, still trying not to wake 
her children. 

"Why is everything so hard?" she asked herself. "Why did Kipmalook have to die, 
and why are we still here trying to live?" 

With that thought she quickly shook her head three times as if to say no to 
herself. She knew that Savokgenaq still wanted to live and that she would do 
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anything for her children. She had to think what to do next. She knew that she could 
not go back to sleep this time. 

"What do I normally do when I'm having a baby? When it's time, I go out on the 
tundra by myself. Why does it seem so hard this time? It shouldn't be any dif-
ferent." Then Qutuuq shook her head as if to say, yes, it was different, because her 
husband was dead, she was here with her two small children, and they all were 
starving to death. Qutuuq knew that she didn't feel as strong as she did before 
because there was no food. Suddenly another pain came. "Take deep breaths,” she 
told herself. This pain was not as hard as the one that woke her, but she knew that 
she had to do something. She could feel the sweat now. It was easy to feel panicky, 
but she tried to keep still.  

Then she thought of Savokgenaq, who was going to be a hunter. She looked at 
where he was sleeping. "If I have this baby near Savokgenaq, he will not be a good 
hunter. That is, if we live through this. I have to go away." 

A long time ago, Qutuuq's mother had told her that a woman must not have a 
baby anywhere close to the men. That part of life was only for women, and if a man 
or a boy was exposed to birthing, it would take away his ability to be a good hunter. 
So, Qutuuq told herself that she must honor that belief even if the circumstances 
were not normal. She started to cry again. 

This time Savokgenaq woke up. He asked her, "What's the matter, Mama?" 
"I have to go away and have this baby, Savokgenaq,” she answered. "Because of 

the problems we have had - the small amount of food, trying to leave Papa in a good 
place, trying to get us back to the village - all of this has made a difference in my 
body, and the baby is going to be early; it is going to be born today." 

Savokgenaq quickly sat up, wiping his eyes, as if it would make him see better in 
the dark. 

"Savokgenaq, you and Keenaq must stay here in this little shelter until I come 
back. Try to let your sister sleep all day except to go out to eat some snow or to 
relieve herself. You both will be hungry, so try to sleep all day. I will come back as 
soon as I can. I will come back, Savokenaq. You take care of your little sister,” she 
told him, whispering so that Keenaq would not wake up. 

Savokgenaq didn't say anything; he just nodded. 
With that, Qutuuq slowly and quietly crawled out of the shelter, pulling along the 

skin that she had on top of her so she would have something to use when the baby 
was born. When she got outside, she tried to notice which direction the wind was 
coming from. There was only a hint of breeze, and it seemed to be coming from the 
east as it did most of the time. That meant she should go back up the river or across 
the river, so that the wind would not carry any of the birthing sounds back to the 
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shelter where her children were. Rivers and water always frightened Qutuuq. She 
remembered that dream she had of Kipmalook being washed away, so she decided to 
walk back up the river that they had come down on, but she would remain on the 
same side as her children. 

While Qutuuq was standing there, another pain came. It was a bad one. She had 
to crouch down on the ground. It was so hard that she forgot to breathe deeply and 
just started to cry softly. The pain lasted for about a minute. When it was gone, it 
was so hard for Qutuuq to begin walking. It was still dark out. The thought of wild 
animals went through her mind, but she told herself that they hadn't heard anything 
the day before, and, this morning, it was very quiet around them. Only the sound of 
her footsteps on the frozen snow could be heard. 

The snow wasn't as soft as it had been when they had walked down from the sod 
house yesterday. It had a frozen crust on it that broke through wherever she 
walked, making it harder to travel. 

As Qutuuq walked back up the river, she looked at the sky and knew that it 
wouldn't storm that day. She was thankful because she didn't want the children to 
be frightened by the wind while they were lying in their little shelter and she 
wouldn't have to deal with the wind while she was waiting. When she was almost to 
the first curve of the river, another pain came. This one made her fall down on the 
river ice. She remembered to breathe through her teeth and knew that she could 
now scream to ease some of the pain. 

When that pain was over, she lay on the skin, opening and closing her eyes, 
brushing sweat off the top of her forehead and wiping it on her soft squirrel pants 
with the fur turned in. 

Qutuuq lay there resting and trying to think. "If I can make it to the top of the 
riverbank, I will stay there,” she thought to herself. So she forced herself to stand 
up. "Just walk up there; you will make it,” she said. Once she got up, it seemed a 
little easier, but she was very weak. "I have to make it through this to bring my 
children to the village," she said out loud. As she dragged the skin on the 
frozen-crusted snow, the day was becoming a little brighter. 

"Good," she thought, "I'll be able to see what's under the willows." When she 
took a step, she felt like she just wanted to stay there. Then she took another step 
and caught her breath. She told herself, "Keep walking." This time she took more 
than one step. On and on she walked up the river until she could climb up the 
riverbank. The willows were her handholds to pull herself up. 

Standing under some high willows, Qutuuq stopped and tried not to breathe too 
hard. She listened for wild animals, but all she heard was the sound of dry leaves 
whispering ever so slightly from a soft breeze. 
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"It must be safe here. Anyway, I'm here now and I can't go anywhere else,” she 
thought. 

She put the skin down on the snow under the high willows. She lay down slowly on 
the skin and looked around. It was still not that bright out, so she couldn't tell if 
there was anything even a few yards from her. She could see about five feet around 
her, and there were no animals, just the curved lines of the willows. 

As Qutuuq sat there waiting for another pain, she thought about this baby. She 
and Kipmalook had been so happy about the baby. They both loved children and spent 
all of their time and energy on raising Savokgenaq and Keenaq. Kipmalook had been 
training Savokgenaq to become a good hunter, and she was going to teach Keenaq 
how to put away food for the winter and sew clothes for the family. Both she and 
Kipmalook made sure their children knew how much they were loved. 

Another pain was starting, and Qutuuq grabbed a twig and put it in her mouth so 
that she wouldn't forget to breathe fast and hard through her teeth. When it was 
over, she felt weak and hungry. She looked around as if she would find some greens 
somewhere. Instead, she found snow and grabbed a handful and ate it as if it were 
some kind of food. Then she lay on her side and used a willow root for a pillow. 

"Why do you want to be born now?" she asked her unborn baby. "I can't feed you. 
I can't even feed my other two children. They are starving, as I am. Why are you 
coming now?" These were the thoughts in Qutuuq's mind. She lay there and cried 
harder than she had ever cried before. 

She was surprised when another pain came; she must have been sleeping. Her 
body had become so exhausted from the trip from the little shelter to where she 
was that all she wanted to do was sleep. When the pain woke her, she felt weak and 
hungry and thirsty. 

Qutuuq thought again about her baby. "Please don't be born now. I can't take 
care of you," she pleaded, but she knew in her mind and from her experience that 
she was just fooling herself. 

She cried herself to sleep again and slept so long that it was daylight when she 
awoke. Now she didn't feel as tired as before. The little rest she was able to get 
had helped her, but she felt like her bowels were about to move. 

Qutuuq pulled herself up with the help of a willow branch. "I better take off my 
squirrel-skin pants first," she thought. 

Slowly, she took off her mukluks and then her squirrel-skin pants. She still felt 
like it was all a bad dream. 

"I can't do this. If I didn't tell Savokgenaq that I would be back, I could 
probably die here." She was feeling sorry for herself now. 
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It was so cold out, and it felt colder now that she had to undress. She crawled to 
the other side of her little shelter under the willows, about four feet away, and 
squatted down. 

Qutuuq had thought that her bowels were going to move, but instead it was really 
the baby starting to be born. After she pushed for a couple of minutes, her water 
broke. 

The next few minutes were a blur for Qutuuq. She crawled back to her fur. 
Suddenly, she didn't feel so cold anymore because she had worked so hard before 
and after her water broke. She used her soft pants as a towel to wipe the sweat 
from her forehead so that her face wouldn't get cold. 

Qutuuq looked around at the willows. "I need help. Please help me!" she cried into 
the air. 

Having cried out like that, she had startled herself and realized she had better 
use her experience because the baby was going to be born and she had only herself 
to depend on. She thought she had better lift herself up between two branches of 
the big willows. It felt better to have some support. 

The pains were coming swiftly now. Every time Qutuuq had to push, she squatted 
down but used the willows to help hold herself up through each contraction. 

The labor pains were soon about one minute apart, and it was hard for her to 
focus on any clear thoughts.  

All she knew was that she was delivering a baby and there was no husband to help 
her when it was over. 

The head was coming. She could see the dark head of a baby. 
"Push, push," she told herself, and with one last push, the baby came all the way 

out and she caught the baby with gentle hands. The cord followed the baby. 
She lowered herself back on to the skin and held the baby close to her face so 

that she could cut the cord with her teeth. When she raised the baby up, it began to 
cry. She wrapped it in her soft squirrel skin-pants and saw that it was a boy. When 
she saw that she had a son, she started to sob. 

"Kipmalook would have been so proud of you,” she said to the baby. She held him 
in her arms and wiped his face with the skin and licked his eyes clean and then 
wiped them again. 

Qutuuq felt she had to push again, so she put her baby down on the fur skin and 
raised herself up between the willow branches and pushed. The placenta came out, so 
she pushed it aside and then held the baby again. A black cloud descended upon her as she 
realized what she was about to do. 
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"I love you so much, baby, but we are all dying. We all will starve to death or freeze. I 
can't let that happen to you,” she said to her baby, there in the cold, under the tall 
willows, along the bank of the river road to their village. 

Qutuuq kissed her new child, the second son of Kipmalook, then reached over and 
placed part of the placenta on the nose and mouth of the baby until his breathing 
stopped. 

When she cried so long that there were no more tears, she wrapped the baby in 
her warm squirrel-skin pants, around and around, so that wild animals could not get 
to him. Then she made a hole in the snow under the willows. The hole went down to 
the frozen tundra, and she placed both the placenta and the baby in there, covered 
them over, and packed the snow down as hard as she could. 

 
 
 
 
For a long time, Qutuuq sat on the bloody skin and mourned. It felt much worse 

than when her husband had died. She had done something that was against 
everything she held sacred, and she regretted it with all her being. But she 
remembered the stories the elders sometimes told of hard times when food was 
scarce and when people were starving, and how sometimes, when it was absolutely 
necessary, difficult decisions had to be made in order for the strongest to survive. 

This baby is not suffering like we are, she thought. "I let you go only because I 
love you with all my heart. I would not let you be born into this world only to starve 
because I have not eaten and can produce no food for you to drink. I will never 
forget you. I will think of you every day while I am alive,” Qutuuq said to the mound 
of snow that she had made to bury the baby. 

With those words, she stood up again and turned back toward the river to walk to 
her two children. It was early evening. She had been at this place since before dawn. 
Just as she was stepping off a little ledge to go back onto the river, her eyes caught 
something slightly covered with snow. She brushed the snow off and picked up some 
rabbit droppings. 

"I have to make it back to Savokgenaq and Keenaq," Qutuuq said to herself as she 
slowly made herself walk. She stopped and rested every few feet, feeling as if she 
were walking in a fog. She did not want to believe what she had been forced to do to 
her newborn baby. Life decisions were hard and sometimes cruel because of the 
conditions under which she and her people lived. That is how far her thoughts would 
go every time she thought of what she had done. 
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"I must get back to Savokgenaq and Keenaq" was the thought that she tried to 
focus on. As she stumbled along, her bare legs stinging from the cold, it seemed to 
her that she had been gone a long time. She knew she felt like that because she had 
to go back on the same trail that they had traveled the day before. If she did not 
walk the same trail, she felt she might get lost because she was so disoriented by all 
she had gone through in the past twenty-four hours. 
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Attagutaluk’s Story11 

The story about her that Piugaatuk was talking about, it made her famous. There are 
people in town that know more of the details than me. All I know is from what my 
grandmother Kaukjak told me. She used to tell me stories. 

I am not sure exactly what happened. I only know what my grandmother told 
me ... I know that they were out caribou-hunting for the summer, Ataguttaaluk, her 
husband, and her two children. They were between Pond Inlet and Igloolik. They 
were inland and there was no caribou. They were hungry and they started getting 
weak. Their dogs died, and after they ate them the family started starving. The 
children both died, and her husband told her, "I am going to die soon too, wife of 
mine. Humans are made to live longer, so you must live to tell other people what has 
happened. Live with human flesh as long as you can. Make sure you live!" 

He said that before he died, so that is what she did. She lived by eating 
human flesh. Even though she couldn't eat him, she used her little children as food. 
She was all alone over the summer, fall, winter, and then it became spring again. She 
would take just a little bite of the flesh. This didn't make her full, but it stopped 
her from starving. 

It became spring, and she was still living that spring when some people from 
Igloolik came by. The people that found her were my husband's parents, Palluq and 
his wife. They had only one child at the time who had just died recently. They were 
the ones who found her. They were on their way to Pond Inlet to trade and they took 
the same route Ataguttaaluk and her husband had taken. She had been alone all 
winter and it was spring. She was almost starving to death by the time they found 
her. Whatever human flesh she had to eat over the winter was all gone. My 
grandmother told me that she only had two children when she was stranded on the 
land. She was very young at the time, probably close to fourteen years old. I don't 
know whether they were boys or girls who died, but my grandmother told me that 
she ate the younger one first. 

At the time, just before they found her, Palluq and his wife had been 
travelling by dog team. They said they heard this strange noise. They knew that it 
wasn't a dog noise or a human noise. They couldn't recognize it. Maybe Ataguttaaluk 
was trying to say, "I am over here!" Maybe she was crying because she hadn't heard 
a dog team for so long ... They heard it when they were travelling, and that is how 
they found her. Palluq heard the noise and realized something was wrong. He said, 
"There is something strange going on over there. What is making that noise?" 

                                         
11 Taken from Wachowich, Saqiyuq,  pages 69-72. 
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His wife wanted to look for where that sound was coming from. They could 
only go there by walking because there was hardly any snow where the voice was 
coming from. He said to his wife, "Wife of mine, wait for me. Wait and we will go 
there together. If it is scary or if it is not scary, we will find out together." They 
were anxious to see what was there, but they were scared of what they would find. 
They went there. Palluq was walking behind his wife. They recognized her, Atagut-
taaluk. She was making noises from inside of herself. When they went to her, she 
couldn't stand up. She had no strength, she was so skinny, very skinny. There was no 
meat or flesh on her face and you could see her teeth and they were really white. 
Because there was no snow and no way to make an igloo, she had been outside for a 
long time. They asked her if she recognized them. She said yes, she recognized 
them, and they felt much better. They carried her down to the place where they 
were going to spend the night, and they tried feeding her. They made a separate 
place for her to stay. That was the only way. They had laws back then, and there 
were particular things that you couldn't do. They had been heading towards Pond 
Inlet at the time to trade, but they ended up taking her back to a camp around 
Igloolik. Later on Ituksaarjuat married her. He also had another wife but she hadn't 
made any children yet, she was quite young. Because he wanted Ataguttaaluk to have 
descendants, he married her. He had two wives then. 

After almost starving Ataguttaaluk got fat and filled up with flesh. She ended 
up having lots of sons and daughters. She had five. Ataguttaaluk ended up with so 
many children afterwards that her husband gave away his first wife. He gave her to 
Arvaarluk, my adopted father. Arvaarluk ended up raising a few children from that 
marriage before he adopted me - Kuutiq and Qajaaq, they are my stepbrother and 
stepsister. Ataguttaaluk had many more children after that. Now the only living 
relations of hers who are left are probably the grandchildren, because all of her 
natural children are dead now. It is only her grandchildren who are alive today. 

When Ataguttaaluk's second set of children grew up, when her sons grew up, 
that is when she was an elder and that is when she started taking charge of telling 
people where the meat should go. She was the one who handed out the meat. If 
people were hungry, if they didn't have any food, she would split her food with those 
people and make sure that they had some of whatever she had. She would make up 
little teas, little sugars, she would share with all the people in her camp and give 
them each a little something. She didn't want anybody to be poor. If she had not 
eaten human flesh, she would not have lived, so she didn't want anybody ever to be 
hungry. If she heard that someone from another camp was poor or hungry, she would 
tell people to go and bring them meat. If she had extra flour, she would share the 
flour with the people in her camp. When she had finished feeding her family, if she 
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had any flour left over she would invite the rest of the camp to come over and have 
some tea and share the bannock. She didn't want anybody to ever be hungry and she 
made sure that everybody got the food they needed. That is how she became a 
leader. She would tell all the people to share, to never let anyone go hungry. Being 
hungry, it is not a good way to be. People should not be hungry. 

 
Ataguttaaluk, the whalers called her the Queen of Igloolik. She had a headband that 
was made out of metal that they gave her. It was like a crown - she wore it on her 
forehead, and it was very visible. It went under her braid at the back. When I was a 
young child, I used to try and find out what it was. She was my great-aunt, my other 
grandmother, so I used to pick lice from her hair. I would pick lice from her hair and 
I would try to look at the headband more closely. But when I did, she would hide it 
with her hair. I used to think it was nailed in, but there was this little clip at the 
back to hold it onto her head. 

When she remarried, Ataguttaaluk and her new husband started travelling 
between Pond Inlet and Igloolik to trade. Looking back now, maybe it would be almost 
like a type of business they ran. There was no trading post in the Igloolik area at 
that time, so people would have to go to Pond Inlet to pick up their supplies. People in 
Igloolik would give their fox skins to Ataguttaaluk and her family to bring to Pond 
Inlet and trade for Qallunaaq supplies. They didn't want anyone to be without 
supplies, that is why they started doing this business. They would buy a whole bunch 
of supplies, like ammunition and tea and sugar and flour, for people in the Igloolik 
area. People didn't have actual money at the time. They just had credit at the 
Hudson's Bay, so Ataguttaaluk and her husband would trade and then use whatever 
they had left over in the account for themselves. They would get extra for the fox 
skins and support themselves that way. She started travelling a lot when her sons 
were children. After a while the sons took it over. Ataguttaaluk and her husband 
would stay in Igloolik, and the sons would make the trip, taking foxes with them and 
trading them. Sometimes she and her husband would go along with them, but only if 
there was enough food for another dog team. 

People who travel between Igloolik and Pond Inlet, especially her 
grandchildren, they always want to visit and take pictures of the place where she 
almost starved. Her grandchildren and her children, they are still thankful to Palluq 
and his wife for finding her. Her children, they used to be so thankful when they 
were alive they used to say to Palluq and his wife, "If you had not saved our mother, 
we would not be alive today." Her children gave a lot of things to Palluq and his wife. 
They were so thankful they would give Palluq anything he didn't have. That is how he 
was treated because he had found their mother. 
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When I had two children, Oopah and Arvaluk, that is when she died. That is 
how it was then. She was the leader of Igloolik, she was like a queen. She wanted 
everybody to live well. She had a good life. 
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Reflections 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

If I were in a similar situation, the values that would 

influence my decision the most would be               

because …  

If I were asked to defend the action, I would say … 

The most difficult part of _________’s decision was …   
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Steps to Good Decisions  
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Unit 8: Personal Journey 
 

Isuma Inuit Studies Reader12 

The perpetuation of the atiq13 among the Inuit and belief in re-incarnation among 
Dene and Cree ensure the continuity of culture and are a denial of death. The wisest 
and most loved members of the society, repositories of ancient knowledge and 
guarantors of cultural identity, cannot be allowed to disappear. 

In securing the immortality of the wisest and most loved, these beliefs also mean 
that no child is only a child, and feelings for and behaviour towards children are 
shaped by feelings and behaviour in relation to some of the most respected elders. 
If I give my grandfather's atiq to my baby daughter, she is my grandfather. I will 
call her ataatassiaq, grandfather. She is entitled to call me grandson. Can I scold 
her? Could I tell my grandfather he ought to be in bed? Could I instruct my 
grandfather to finish his breakfast? These are possibilities that arise in cultures 
where children are not regarded as authorities on their own needs. Among the 
hunting people of the north, however, where the distinction between needs and 
wants is not conceded, both baby and grandfather can decide when they want to go 
to bed, what they do and do not want to eat. The scolding of either child or elder is 
felt to be intrusive and wrong. 

Among the Inuit, intelligence or rationality is translated as isuma or ihuma (in 
some dialects s becomes h). Anyone who is short-tempered is said to have 
insufficient isuma; a young person who disregards the preferences of his parents is 
likewise said to be lacking in isuma; a hunter who sets off on a journey when 
conditions are not propitious is thought to need more isuma; if a 
three-year-old-year-old misbehaves he might be asked, 'Are you failing to use your 
isuma?' 

Isuma, however, is not thought to be something that can be learned by or taught 
to children. Rather, it grows irrespective of intellectual or moral influences imposed 
upon the child. Gentle steering, example, heredity - all these are said to influence 
isuma. But, as the anthropologist Jean Briggs observed on the basis of her work in 
the central Canadian Arctic, 'There is no point in trying to teach a child [isuma] 
                                         
12 Taken from Robinson (Ed), Isuma Inuit Studies Reader, page 10; article by Hugh Brody. 
13Isuma: Names are passed down through the generations and people are given the atiq (name) of a 
person who has recently died. They are then said to share the character and soul of the deceased 
person. 
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before he shows signs of possessing it.' Inuit thus treat rationality as they would 
the hair on a person's head: it will develop at its own time, in its own way. Shouting 
at a bald baby will not make its hair appear any sooner; angry protest at childish 
misbehaviour will not result in good behaviour. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Vocabulary Box 
perpetuation – continuation 
re-incarnation – belief that the spirit will be born again and will live in the body 
of another person or animal 
intrusive – disturbing your mood or your life in a way you do not like (same root 
as intruder) 
propitious – likely to lead to success 
anthropologist – person who studies people, societies and cultures 
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Issumatuq: Learning from the Traditional Healing Wisdom of 
the Canadian Inuit14  
 

Issuinatuq: The Traditional Helper  
Issuma is an Inuit concept somewhat comparable to "the ability to reason." However, 
this concept goes far beyond the common Western notion of reasoning. Issuma 
includes a social and group consciousness, taking into account all skills, knowledges 
and social and environmental influences and relationships. The concept is based on 
the assumption that once an individual progresses beyond childhood, he or she is able 
to comprehend a situation. This allows a very direct approach and alleviates lengthy 
and unnecessary discussions. The Inuit do not waffle about verbally. A direct 
statement of fact is expected to be met by an equally direct response. The response 
may be an answer, silence or amai ("I don't know-). 

Briggs (1970, 358) provides an excellent analysis of the concept of issuma 
(which she calls ihuma): 
 

The concept is central in two senses. First it is invoked to explain many kinds 
of behaviour and, secondly, it is an important measure of the quality of a 
person. 

 

Although Briggs admits that she has not fully grasped the concept, she definitely 
raises a number of important questions. In my experience, issuma is an acquired skill 
that comprises the ability to comprehend and set facts in proper order so that some 
understanding may be had of a situation. As one grows older, one's issuma may 
become an appealing characteristic to other camp members, who will then seek one's 
counsel. 

An issumatuq (wise individual) is sought out for advice and counsel. Issuma may 
be said to be the gaining of knowledge over time and experience. This concept 
provides some insight into the respect provided by the Inuit to the elderly. And it 
also provides some understanding of the respect generated towards those who were 
considered issumatuq and their ability to settle disputes or provide individual advice 
when requested. 

Not all interpersonal helpers in traditional Inuit society were among the 
oldest members of a family. Informants consistently reported that those who helped 
in camp [were] members who had a good knowledge of skills essential to life and the 
ability to resolve problems. These characteristics suggest adults who had 

                                         
14 Taken from Minor, Issumatuq: Learning from the Traditional Healing Wisdom of the Canadian Inuit, 
pages 56-57. 
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demonstrated credibility as helpers and acquired skills determined necessary within 
the culture. 
In an interview, an elderly Inuk, Katsook, made the following statement regarding 
the settlement of disputes: 
 

It was not rare to have an older person intervene. In such a situation one 
would be chosen by either the individual/individuals incurring difficulty or, if 
he/she/they did not act, a person would be chosen by camp elders to assist in 
the matter. The role of this helper was to listen carefully to all sides of the 
disagreement. A very direct approach was employed and it often occurred 
that just the talking out of the problem would result in the matter being 
resolved. If a solution was not arrived at in this manner, it was then up to the 
arbitrator [issumatuq] to determine a course of action (Pangnirtung, October 
3, 1979). 

 

This statement provides some understanding of the processes of helping that 
have always been a component of Inuit culture. It also provides evidence that if 
persons were in struggle or causing an imbalance in the group, camp elders would 
intercede and choose a wise person to assist in settling the dispute. The facts that 
"this helper was to listen carefully" and "it often occurred that just talking out the 
problem would result in the matter being resolved" are indicators that the 
traditional Inuit had acquired an approach to helping that was beneficial and 
culturally appropriate. The statement also provides some insight into the respect 
generated to the wise person, in that "if a solution was not arrived at... it was then 
up to the arbitrator [issumatuq] to determine a course of action." 

These comments have been verified by elderly Inuit in many interviews across 
the Arctic coast and the Baffin regions of the Northwest Territories. There was, 
and to some extent remains, a traditional approach to helping, and this approach is 
based primarily upon the acquired skills of older Inuit. Those skills include the ability 
to listen intently. My observations at hundreds of meetings in the Arctic have always 
left me amazed at the patience of the Inuit to listen totally until a speaker is 
finished, and even then to wait to ensure the speaker does not have an afterthought. 
Another skill observed by myself many times, and confirmed by many elderly and 
younger adults, is the ability to ensure that oneself, the listener, has understood. 
Rather than assuming they have understood, Inuit will often repeat the matter 
related back to the speaker. If the listener has not understood, he or she may also 
say nothing, waiting for further explanation. 

A further critical skill is that of advice giving. It takes a confident and 
respected helper not only to provide advice but to have the advice followed. The 
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presence of an approachable helper in each family provided a resource for discussion 
and guidance. If this was not acceptable to an individual, an alternate helper would 
be selected by the camp elders. 

The individual helper was chosen for his or her maturity, which is an additional 
implication of the concept of issuma discussed earlier.  
 
Vocbulary Box 
assumption – you accept that something is true or that something will happen 
without any proof (the root word is assume) 
alleviates – lessens or avoids 
waffle about – talk without making any clear or important points 
acquired skill – a skill you learn usually through experience 
informant – someone who gives another person information; anthropologists 
usually learn about other cultures by talking with informants (the root word is 
inform) 
incurring – having 
arbitrator – someone who listens to both sides in a disagreement, then decides 
on the solution 
component – the parts that something is made up of are the components 
intercede – try to persuade people to end their disagreement 
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The Epic of Qayaq15  

Somewhere close to Qikiqtaqruk (which means “big island,” Herschel Island), spring 
was in the air when Qayaq stood on top of a good-sized mountain, watching a large 
village below – a village with a shaman for a leader. The Angatkuq (shaman) was 
always sitting on top of a large hut, always on the look-out. He was sitting at his 
lookout place this early. Sitting erect, straining his eyes into the distance, never 
missing anything to see or hear. Qayaq saw him and gazed upon him with eyes that 
penetrate and could see into one’s soul. 

Angatkuq was not mean to him, but Qayaq saw what was in his heart. From 
morning till night, the man had always been on the look-out. By this large structure 
there was another one like it. And Qayaq saw that this shaman lived in one of them 
and his children occupied the other. Qayaq heard him calling to his daughter, “Get 
the place ready; somebody is on the mountain!” Qayaq was very surprised about this; 
he knew that he could not be seen with ordinary eyes. 

The daughter had always waited on her father and had always obeyed and trusted 
him. But there was one thing she would not grant him – taking a husband that would 
be his choice. This Nii-viq-siq (young lady) had been single for many years, although 
her older brother and her younger brother had taken wives. Many suitors Nii-viq-siq 
had had, but she had made up her mind that she was going to stay single. No matter 
what they did to her she could not be taken for a wife. 

This village was never freely visited by outsiders. Anyone who dared to enter the 
village was killed by the shaman and his two sons. When the man was too strong to be 
killed, he was not allowed to leave. Once entering, he was made to die or to stay. 
Those allowed to live, helped support the whole community. 

On top of the mountain, Qayaq understood all this as he gazed upon it with eyes 
that penetrate and can look into one’s soul. He knew that he could not reach the 
village without being seen. Angatkuq was more alert now. He was excited about a 
possible victim that was close at hand. The only time he was happy was when 
competing with a stranger that happened to stumble into their village, unsuspicious 
of evil rites. To bolster his powers, Qayaq took a taste of the akutuq given him by 
his mother. 

Before he knew what was happening, he found himself being a little weasel. He 
changed into this shape bodily this time. He came down the mountain as a weasel 
toward the Angatkuq, weaving through large tussocks and grass. Weaving toward the 
village, he noticed that the terrain was becoming rougher. He had come down nearly 

                                         
15 Taken from Kiana Oman, The Epic of Qayaq, pages 97-105. 
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to the village, but Angatkuq was not aware of him. So very absorbed in his trying to 
see a man, he did not see a little brown weasel flashing among the large tussocks and 
grass. Finally there was nothing to hide him. He was running on bare gravel. Qayaq 
was sure he could be detected running on bare gravel. 

Angatkuq was looking all around him fast. He knew there was somebody very close. 
He felt that somebody was very close, but he could not see him. He was now frantic 
with fear. Somebody for the first time was almost upon him. He knew this, but he 
could not see him. On reaching the edge of the grass, Qayaq changed into a little 
fluff of down, and the wind favored him. He was sailing over the pebbles, and 
Angatkuq was very close now. He was standing on top of his large igloo and was 
looking far away. An ugly scowl on his face, he fumed and grunted like he would like 
to have a fight with somebody. There was some powerful soul near at hand; still he 
could not see him. This made him very furious at himself. Able to see anything 
supernatural, still he could not see Qayaq, although sensing that he was very near. 

Qayaq, as a little fluff of down, made his way to the door of the big ugly man's 
house and when he reached it he became himself again and said, "So you think you 
are the most powerful Angatkuq on earth! We shall see who is stronger in strength 
or in supernatural powers. I was in plain view and you could not see me! I could have 
killed you if I wanted to, but I am always fair to my opponents." 

This made Angatkuq furious. Seeing somebody for the first time reach the village 
without being seen was unbearable to him. To be able to protect his large village was 
his pride. 

Qayaq said, "I am here to be your opponent." Qayaq's great heart was pounding 
from excitement. 

When Angatkuq recovered from surprise, he leaped from the top of the domelike 
sod hut, but Qayaq was too quick for him. He was inside the large house already. 
This sod hut was very large. Inside there was a little platform built all around 
against the wall. Above it was another platform wide enough for a person to sit on. 
Three rows of people were able to look on whatever was happening in the big 
structure. These ik-liqs (platforms) were full of spectators already. Knowing that a 
stranger was near, Angatkuq had made them assemble in his house while he was still 
on the look-out. 

In the middle of the room was a long sharp rock, ugly and protruding from the 
floor. On it was a large stain of dark blood. Qayaq knew that it was human blood, 
probably some innocent victim that did not know the history of this village. 

As soon as Angatkuq raged into the room, he grabbed Qayaq on the shoulders. 
"You impudent young fool, maybe you can sneak in, but you are not going to leave this 
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place! You will get killed or you stay! Most of the young fools like you meet death in 
this house!" 

All was quiet, everyone holding his breath, everyone watching two big powerful 
men gripping each other on their shoulders. Sizing up each other's strength, they 
stood leaning on to each other beside the gruesome sharp rock. Finally Angatkuq 
lifted Qayaq into the air and was going to slam him down on the knife-like rock. 
Qayaq yanked himself loose from Angatkuq's grip and sailed over the hideous rock. 
Landing easily on his feet, he heard the many gasps and murmurs of the crowd, and 
this made Angatkuq more furious. They gripped each other again and like before 
Angatkuq lifted Qayaq into the air and this time he was not letting Qayaq slip out of 
his grip as he tried to slam him down on the rock, but he saw Qayaq set himself free 
and sail clean over the protruding rock and land on the other side. They fought all 
day. 

Never once did Qayaq try to slam Angatkuq on the rock. He only defended himself 
from getting killed. 

When night came, Angatkuq was tired and told Qayaq so. "Let us rest now. 
Tomorrow I will try and kill you." Angatkuq was not mad now. He told Qayaq that he 
was wonderful in sailing over the rock. He told him that others had never done that. 

The room was filled with compliments for Qayaq. Everyone was happy to see the 
match. Everyone seemed to be glad that he escaped death. 

From the lowest rows of people a little boy stood up and approached Qayaq. He 
was shabbily dressed, his rosy-cheeked face lit up with smiles. "I want you to be my 
guest. My grandmother and I live at the end of the village. Many times I have wished 
to have the strangers for our guests, but I could never express my feelings until 
now. Seeing you, I did not feel bashful anymore." Speaking thus, the little orphan 
was excited. Qayaq was touched by the sincerity of the little boy, and thought how 
cute he was. 

"I will be very glad to be your guest. I am very glad you asked me," was all Qayaq 
could say to the pretty boy. The hint of tears trembled with his last words. 
Unexpected kindness from a mere child was something enormous to this greatest 
man of great men. The man that could turn into anything at his own will and could 
dissolve into thin air was led on by an unseen hand to destroy evil death traps and 
right wrong. 

He was led out of Angatkuq's gruesome dwelling by the little boy he had made 
happy by accepting his invitation. They passed many dwellings, some large and some 
small. At the end of the row, they entered a little igloo, the interior almost bare. 
The grandmother was a very old woman, sitting by the flames of the fire in the 
middle of the room. 
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"I am very glad my grandson had the nerve to ask you to be our guest. You are very 
welcome here, but you can see that we are very poor. However, we will do the best 
we can for you," she said. 

Qayaq knew the sincerity of the old lady's words and did not wish to have any 
better hostess. 

"Angatkuq has killed many people," the grandmother continued. "I have wished to 
help many a young man. But I could not volunteer my ability to help. I will try and 
help you to the best of what I am able to do." This old woman was not talking like she 
was an ordinary human being! 

Qayaq spent the night with the grandson and the grandmother at the end of a long 
line of homes. Early in the morning someone called down from the skylight - 
"Angatkuq is ready for Qayaq." That was all he said. 

From her little sewing basket Qayaq's hostess dug up a little tiny sewing bead and 
told Qayaq to swallow it. Qayaq swallowed it. "If you have anything with you, now is 
the time to call on your helper," she told him. 

"I have no one to call on," said Qayaq, pulling some akutuq from under his arm. 
"This is what my mother made for me when I was leaving home. I am my parents' 
twelfth son. Eleven left as I did and never came back. I found one but I do not know 
what happened to the other ten." 

Qayaq for the first time felt free to talk about his brothers and his parents. "I 
am going home someday - I promised myself this - this pebble that my father gave 
me is going back to them someday." Remembering what had happened he had a 
faraway look in his eyes, as he reverently remembered his mother saying, "The blood 
I shed into this akutuq shall be your youth and your strength." He now took a taste. 

In Angatkuq's house again he was face-to-face with a strong brute that had 
snuffed life out of so many men with the help of the sharp, protruding, gruesome 
rock set in the middle of the floor. The people had already assembled in the round 
shape of Angatkuq's dwelling. 

Somewhere, somewhere among them was a shabbily dressed little boy pulling for 
him. The little boy had a cute face with rosy cheeks and brown eyes. He showed in 
his eyes hero worship for Qayaq, as he might for a wonderful older brother. 

Like the day before, the shaman was going to fight Qayaq, trying to throw him and 
slam him down on the bloodthirsty sharp rock. Like the day before, Qayaq kept 
freeing himself from the savage grip of Angatkuq and, each time, sailed over the 
rock out of danger. 

Without stopping for rest and food, Angatkuq tried to kill Qayaq, but Qayaq never 
once made an effort to kill his opponent, just protected himself from getting killed. 
Finally Angatkuq was tired, and he called for his older son. The son was large and 
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strong like his father. Using his father's methods, he worked on Qayaq but he could 
not slam Qayaq on the rock. When his older son became tired, Angatkuq called on his 
younger son who was, like his father, large and strong. 

The second son did his best to kill Qayaq, but Qayaq was too quick in movement 
and always set himself free in the air, no matter how savage the grip of the other 
was. Finally and at last the night came. Angatkuq and his sons were too tired to do 
anything else, but Qayaq asked if there was anybody else in the room who would like 
to try to slam him on the rock. But no one said a word. 

The little boy came forward to take Qayaq home. The grandmother said with 
enthusiasm, "You were wonderful! I was very glad that you never tried to kill the 
brute!" 

"Grandma, I did not see you there! How did you know?" the little boy asked. 
"Of course, you couldn't see me! Silly! You think I'll come and let everyone know 

that I'd cheapen myself being seen there?" she retorted at her grandson. "I was by 
the entrance of the evil house though." She had come invisibly, ashamed to let 
anyone know she was interested in Angatkuq's killings, still too curious to stay away 
from Qayaq's fight. She was a very proud woman, far from ordinary in having 
supernatural powers. What had cast this high-born woman down to bare necessities? 
That proud appearance still lived on in her proud soul - never as long as she lived 
would she be abased in her spirit. She patted Qayaq on his back, and to his surprise 
a little bead came up to his mouth. He spit it out on his hand, and the bead looked 
same as it was before he swallowed it. The grandmother took it and shoved the little 
bead back into her sewing basket. 

That night Qayaq could not sleep. Although the grandmother told him not to be on 
the alert, he could not sleep. 

The third and the last day of fighting dawned too soon. It was bright and very 
early when Angatkuq's messenger came. 

"Angatkuq is ready for Qayaq." 
From the smoke hole of the humble dwelling came the message as before. 
Like the morning before, Qayaq was made to swallow the little bead, after which 

he took a taste of the akutuq his mother had given him. 
When he entered Angatkuq's dwelling, the house was already full of spectators. 

At the rear the two sons sat, with bows and arrows poised to strike at Qayaq. 
Angatkuq was sitting close to his sons. This time Qayaq was going to be tried with 

arrows. One of them sent an arrow with a terrific force behind it. As the arrow sped 
at him, Qayaq sidestepped and caught it in his hand by the stem. There were many 
gasps of breath from the audience. Another came, and another. Each one Qayaq did 
not fail to catch by the stem. And every arrow he caught was broken in two by one 
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powerful hand. All that morning many arrows sped to him, only to be caught and 
broken. 

Angatkuq finally made his two sons quit. "You'll never get him. This ends our fight 
with Qayaq," he addressed the cheering crowd. "You are now one of us, you will not 
be permitted to leave the village," he said to Qayaq. "You will hunt and help support 
my people. If you know what is good for you, you will not try and sneak away." 

Vocabulary Box 
impudent – rude, disrespectful 
gruesome – extremely unpleasant and shocking 
bashful - shy 
snuffed life out – killed  
abased – humiliated, degraded 
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My Goals 

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________ 

• ___________________________

___________________________ 

• ___________________________

___________________________ 

• ___________________________

___________________________ 

Write each of 
your goals as a 
statement. 
Underneath the 
statement, 
identify three 
steps that will be 
required to 
accomplish this 
goal. 

1 

2 

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________ 

• __________________________

__________________________ 

• __________________________

__________________________ 

• __________________________

__________________________
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___________________________

___________________________

___________________________ 

• _________________________

_________________________ 

• _________________________

_________________________ 

• _________________________

_________________________

 

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________ 

• ___________________________

___________________________ 

• ___________________________

___________________________ 

• ___________________________

___________________________ 

3 

4 
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______________________________

______________________________

______________________________ 

• ___________________________

___________________________ 

• ___________________________

___________________________ 

• ___________________________

___________________________ 

5 
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Reflections 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Go to Appendix A and rate how well you participated in the activities for this unit. 

 

Yesterday I was like a____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

Tomorrow I will be_______________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________ 

Today I am___________________________________ 
 

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________ 
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Unit 9: Goals Based on Values 
 

Beginning with the End in Mind 

        
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________ 

When our purpose is clear, our abilities are 
focused and effective. Conversely, when we 
doubt ourselves or lack clarity of purpose, 
our abilities are disorganized and remain 
largely untapped. That is why Beginning with 
the End in Mind is one of the first habits of 
effectiveness. 

Stephen Covey 
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The Epic of Qayaq16 

Qayaq walked and walked. 
Qayaq walked to the head of Selawik River. He went to a place where he had left 

his skin kayak. It was made with a wood frame and covered with sealskins. A long 
time had passed, and when he touched his kayak, it crumbled. He tried to make use 
of it but it was rotten. This grieved him. He did not know what to do. He put down 
his bedding and sat down, feeling very sad. He had to do something. Looking around 
him, he noticed there were birch trees, spruce trees and water willows. Along the 
banks of the river there were long underground root-like vines hanging over the bank 
that had been exposed by erosions. He knew these could be materials to make some 
kind of craft. What kind of craft he did not know. 

"I will gather birchbark to cover the frame. It is smooth and hard and could be 
used to protect me from water." He gathered this and laid it in a pile. He cut down 
birch trees for the frame and paddle. He gathered vine-like roots from the bank of 
the river. These roots were pliant and very strong, and could be used to lash the 
materials together. (This fibrous material is called mamaaq.) He went through the 
forest of spruce trees to gather pitch that was plentiful. This substance is yellow 
and sticky before it is exposed to the air too long. He had enough materials for a 
good-sized craft. 

As loud as he could he said: "I have overcome evil with good in my many travels. 
There were animals, birds and evil human beings. My power came from something 
great. Or someone has helped me. If there is someone who has helped me, I need 
help now. There is a greater force than I know, I need help now." He shouted to the 
west wind, to the east wind, to the south wind, and to the north wind. With a big 
voice, he shouted. His voice echoed all around him. 

After he did this, he went into his tent and fell asleep. Sometime during the night, 
he could hear voices and he peeked out and there in front of him was a frame of a 
large canoe. There was much business in the air and there was much noise from 
laughter. This laughter came from animals gathered to help him. There were a pair 
of beavers now fashioning a double-bladed paddle. They made much noise as they 
gnawed on a birch tree. There were a pair of porcupines, their cheeks bulging with 
pitch ready to seal the canoe so it would not leak. They were squealing with laughter. 
Two large cranes were busy lashing the birch bark in place using the long, smooth, 
already split and cleaned underground roots. With its sharp beak one of them made 
holes and wove the gunwale all around the canoe, the other doing the same from the 

                                         
16 Taken from Kiana Oman, The Epic of Qayaq, pages 117-119. 
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opposite side of the canoe. Qayaq could hear the noise the cranes made as they 
worked. They were noisy as they made holes and wove the roots through them: 
"Tattuuk, tattuuk."  Qayaq did not disturb the busy animals and two birds. He lay 
back on his bedding and fell asleep again. 

The sun was warm already when Qayaq woke up again. There was no more noise. 
The canoe was ready. It was beautiful. He took it to the edge of the river and 
launched it. He piled all his belongings in it and paddled down Selawik River. 
 
Qayaq paddled and paddled. 

When he reached the mouth of Selawik River nothing was there except a pile of 
bones. Qayaq examined the ground where his parents' large home had stood. Where 
the home had been there was a short stump sticking out of the ground. The house 
had wasted away, a mighty tree had grown in its place, and now only that tree's 
stump was left. Where was his parents' huge house? Where were they? From the 
way things looked here, hundreds of years had gone by. He was filled with grief. 

From then on, people saw a little hawk sitting on this stump, grieving. The hawk's 
head was bent down, its little beak laid on its breast in a sign of much grief. Qayaq 
had not fulfilled his promise of seeing his parents again. His grief was so very great 
that he turned himself into a little hawk. Many years hence this little hawk was still 
seen sitting on the stump. 

In the water in front of where their house had been was a huge canoe laden with 
implements that Qayaq had gathered in his travels. People copied these implements. 
They copied this canoe to make their own birchbark canoes. When they no longer 
used birchbark for canoes, they still used it to make berry buckets and water 
buckets. These were fashioned and lashed with strong underground roots woven on 
their rims. The weaving on the buckets was done like the lashing of roots that the 
two cranes had woven on the gunwales of Qayaq's canoe. 

 
Vocabulary Box 
pliant – bends easily without breaking 
fibrous – containing a lot of fibres or threads 
pitch – very sticky substance coming from pine trees 
porcupine – animal with defensive quills 
implements –tools or instruments, equipment 
gunwales – the upper edge of the side of a boat 
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Reflections 
 

1. Qayaq was willing to go out to save the world from evil because he had pijitsirniq. 
How do you serve your world? 
____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________ 
 

2.  Qayaq was able to face great challenges because he had isuma and helping 
spirits. Can you identify the helping spirits in your life? 
____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________ 
 

3. When you suffer a great let down or defeat, what would you say to yourself so 
that you would not give up hope? 
____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________ 
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Letter to a Friend 

Dear Friend,

Go to Appendix A and rate how well you participated in the activities for this unit. 
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Unit 10: Passing Along the Values 
 

Reflections 
 
 

 

 
 

1. How did I expect the children to react to our activity? 
 

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________ 

 
2. How did they react? 
 

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________ 

 
3. How do I know if they understood the value we were trying to share? What can I 

do to find out? 
 

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________ 

 
Go to Appendix A and rate how well you participated in the activities for this unit. 

Plan an activity that you can carry out with a group of early 
childhood or elementary school children…. Reflect on the 

responses of the children you shared your value work with. 
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Appendix A: Self Assessment 
 

Learning Competencies Evaluation 
Give the following a number from 1 to 5 to show how well you feel you have 
demonstrated the following learning competencies: 

 

1 2 3 4 5 

don’t know not sure sort of well done very well 
done 

 
 

 I understand the difference between needs and wants and how the levels at 
which these are met influences social interactions. 

 

 I understand the traditional cultural perspectives of Inuit and how this 
impacted on their social organization. 

 

 I understand what elements might influence the process of ‘becoming’. I am 
able to identify the elements that most affect me personally at this point in 
my life. 

 

 I am able to articulate the importance of relationship building in shaping value 
systems and developing attitudes. 

 

 I understand what values are and have identified a set of personal values. 
 

 I understand that there are diverse values in our society. I am able to 
articulate the process of cultural conflict and values clarification as outside 
influences impact on an individual or cultural group. 

 

 I understand that we make decisions based on our values. When values are in 
conflict, we many not make good decisions. I am able to demonstrate good 
decision-making based on values. 

 

 I understand the importance of wisdom as a personal goal. I have identified a 
set of personal goals that reflect my personal set of values. 

 

 I have identified personal coping mechanisms that will help me meet 
challenges. 
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 I am able to identify concrete ways to model my values and demonstrate how 
to pass along values to others. 

 
 

Updating Your Aulajaaqtut Portfolio 
Review your journal and your portfolio. Pick out three things you did in this module 
that you feel show your best work. They will become part of your permanent 
Aulajaaqtut portfolio collection. These may be pages photocopied from your journal. 
In your conference with your teacher, share these things. 

 
 

Module Evaluation 
This module is intended to help you understand values, and identify and share your 
own values with others. 
 

a) Write a brief statement about what you feel you learned from this module.  

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________ 

b) What were the key issues for you? 

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________ 

c) What do you think should be added? 

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________ 
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Evaluating Your Participation 
Give yourself a rating on how well you participated in the following activities. Mark 
an X to indicate whether you think you participated fully or did not participate. 
 
Unit 
# Activity Participated 

fully 
Participated 
somewhat 

Did not 
participate 

1 In Order to Live, I Need… (statements)    
1 Needs and Wants (think-pair-share)    
1 Different Perspectives on Needs (discussion)    
1 Journal Reflection    
1 Scenarios and Responses (discussion and 

recording) 
   

2 Self-Actualization  and ‘Becoming’ (discussion 
and reflection) 

   

2 Social, Personal and Cultural Perspectives 
(brainstorming) 

   

2 Passage from Issumatuq on Socialization 
(reading and discussion) 

   

2 Journal Reflection    
2 Sivunirmut Ilinniarniq and pijitsirniq (reading 

and responding) 
   

3 Inuit Morality Play (reading and discussion)    
3 Influences on Personality (video clip and 

discussion) 
   

3 Helping Kids Succeed    
3 Journal Reflection    
3 The Epic of Qayaq (reading, discussion and 

recording) 
   

4 Nikanaituq (story and discussion)    
4 Personality Types and Plane Crash Scenario    
4 Relationship Bank Account    
4 Journal Reflection    
4 Teaching the Principles (discussion)    
5 The Epic of Qayaq (reading and discussion)    
5 Values in Our Lives (brainstorming)    
5 Learning More About Key Values 

(interviewing)  
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5 Journal Reflection    
5 The Epic of Qayaq (reading and discussion)    
6 Issumatuq (reading and discussion)    
6 Media Influence on Values (video clips and 

chart) 
   

6 Media Influence on Values (presentation)    
6 Journal Reflection    
7 Scenarios and Values (writing and discussion)    
7 Regrettable Decisions (think-pair-share)    
7 More Regrettable Decisions (discussion)    
7 Journal Reflection    
7 Values Statements (discussion and writing)    
8 Isuma (reading and discussion)    
8 Principle of aaijiqatigiiniq (discussion)    
8 The Epic of Qayaq (reading and discussion)    
8 Journal Reflection    
8 Metaphors for Challenge (writing)    
9 Value Map     
9 Beginning with the End in Mind (writing)    
9 The Epic of Qayaq (reading and discussion)    
9 Journal Reflection    
9 Issumatuq (reading, reflection, and writing)    
10 Values for Personality Types (discussion)    
10 Helping Kids Succeed in newsletters    
10 Values Activity with Younger Children 

(planning) 
   

10 Journal Reflection    
10 Activity with Younger Children (debriefing 

and writing) 
   

App.
A 

Self-Assessment    
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Journal Evaluation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Look through your Student Journal and decide on how you would rate your work. You 
may decide to improve on the overall quality of your student journal using some of the 
scoring criteria from the rubric below. 
 

5 POINTS 
Quantity: I completed all the journal activities. 
Depth: My journal writing demonstrates a good, solid understanding of the material covered in 
this module. 
Interest: Reading through this is interesting to me and would also be interesting to others. 
Value: Responding and reflecting in this journal has been very helpful to me and I can understand 
my life and begin to make changes. 
 

4 POINTS 
Quantity: I completed most of the journal activities. 
Depth: My journal writing demonstrates a good understanding of the materials covered in this 
module. 
Interest: Most of this writing is interesting to me and would also be interesting to others. 
Value: Most of this responding and reflecting has been helpful to me and I can understand my 
life and begin to make changes.  
 

3 POINTS 
Quantity: I completed some of the journal activities but a lot is missing. 
Depth: My journal writing demonstrates an acceptable understanding of the materials covered in 
this module. 
Interest: Parts of this writing are interesting to me and would also be interesting to others. 
Value: Some of this responding and reflecting has been helpful to me and I can understand my 
life and begin to make changes. 
 

2 POINTS 
Quantity: My journal contains little of the required information. 
Depth: My journal writing demonstrates only a little understanding of the materials covered in 
this module. 
Interest: A bit of this writing is interesting to me. 
Value: A bit of the responding and reflecting has been helpful and I can begin to think about how 
to make changes in my life. 
 

1 POINT 
Quantity: My journal is missing most of the required materials. 
Depth: My journal writing demonstrates very little understanding of the materials covered in 
this module. 
Interest: Not much of this writing is interesting. 
Value: None of this has really been helpful. I’m still confused about how I could control my life. 
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